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Abstract
As the rotor diameter of wind turbines increases, turbine blades with distributed
aerodynamic control surfaces promise significant load reductions. Therefore, they
are coming into focus in relation to research in academia and industry. Trailing edge
flaps are of particular interest in terms of control surfaces. The unsteady flow around
such flaps is usually investigated by applying linearized unsteady aerodynamic mod-
els or by solving the two dimensional unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equations. The latter method is usually applied in combination with moving or
interpolated body conforming meshes. A more flexible method would open up an
opportunity to investigate the flow features of complex moving flap geometries in
great detail.
The immersed boundary method offers this flexibility, as the geometry is represented
through the introduction of additional forcing terms in the governing equations. This
approach allows for simulation of arbitrary geometries in fixed meshes that do not
need to conform to the body geometry.
The flow solver EllipSys has previously been extended with a base implementation
of an immersed boundary method. The present work developed the necessary tools
to handle trailing edge flap geometries in two and three dimensions. Validation cases
were presented for the circular cylinder in a Cartesian mesh topology as well as in a
topology similar to a standard body fitted mesh. To simulate trailing edge flaps, a
hybrid approach was developed that modeled only the moving flap as an immersed
boundary, while the rest of the airfoil was represented by a conventional body-fitted
mesh. The results from the hybrid approach were validated against published wind
tunnel measurements and improvement over a thin-airfoil based flow model was
proven.
A load alleviation control in a changing inflow was presented for a divided flap
action, i.e. a segmented flap with independent actuation rates. It has been demon-
strated that the total flap deflection can be divided into two separate deflections
without deteriorating control authority. The results suggested that the combined
use of two independent flap actuators was beneficial when dealing with complex
inflows. Full scale turbine measurements were presented and indicated that the flap
hinge moment provided suitable input for load control. A novel way of using the
hinge moment of a moving flap for load alleviation control was presented. Simula-
tions demonstrated the feasibility and robustness of the approach.
The hybrid immersed boundary approach proved to be able to handle 3D airfoil
sections with span-wise flap gaps. The flow around and in the wake of a deflected
flap at a Reynolds number of 1.63mio was investigated for steady inflow conditions.
A control for two span-wise independent flaps was implemented and first load re-
ductions could be achieved.
The hybrid method has demonstrated to be a versatile tool in the research of mov-
ing trailing edge flaps. The results shall serve as the basis for future investigations
of the unsteady flow field around trailing edge flaps.
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Synopsis (Danish)
Efterhånden som vindmøller fremstilles med større og større rotordiameter, giver
distribuerede aerodynamiske kontrolflader lovende resultater i forbindelse med re-
ducering af laster. Der bliver derfor fokuseret på sådanne flader i forskning både fra
industriel og akademisk hold.
Af særlig interesse er bagkantsflapper. Den instationære strømning omkring så-
danne flapper bliver typisk undersøgt ved hjælp af lineariserede instationære aero-
dynamiske modeller eller ved at løse de todimensionelle RANS (Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes) ligninger. Den sidstnævnte metode bliver typisk anvendt i forbindelse
med bevægelige, eller interpolerede geometrikonforme beregningsnet. En mere flek-
sibel metode vil give mulighed for at undersøge strømningsforholdene omkring kom-
plekse bevægelige flap geometrier i større omfang.
Omsvøbte randbetingelser giver denne fleksibilitet, da geometrien kan repræsenteres
ved hjælp af ekstra kildeled i de styrende ligninger. Denne metode giver mulighed for
at simulere arbitrære geometrier i stationære beregningsnet, der ikke nødvendigvis
er tilpasset geometrien. En elementær implementering af omsvøbte randbetingelser
er tidligere blevet indføjet i CFD løseren Ellipsys. I nærværende arbejde er de nød-
vendige værktøjer til håndtering af bagkantsflapper i to og tre dimensioner blevet
frembragt i nævnte kode. Validering af metoden er foretaget på en cirkulær geometri
i en kartesisk beregningsnettopologi, såvel som i en geometrikonform topologi.
En kombineret metode er blevet udviklet, hvori selve flappen modelleres ved hjælp
af omsvøbte randbetingelser, hvorimod resten af vingeprofilet modelleres ved hjælp
af geometrikonforme beregningsnet. Denne metode er valideret ved sammenlign-
ing med vindtunnelforsøg og en forbedring i forhold til en kordelline (Thin airfoil)
vingeprofil metode er eftervist.
En metode til kontrol af laster i en varierende anstrømning bliver præsenteret for
en leddelt flap med uafhængige aktueringsniveauer. Det bliver demonstreret at den
totale flap udbøjning kan opdeles i to uafhængige regimer uden at evnen til at
kontrollere lasterne reduceres. Resultaterne indikerer at brug af to forskellige flap
aktuatorer er fordelagtig i situationer med en kompleks anstrømning.
Fuld skala vindmølle målinger præsenteres, og det indikeres at flap rod momentet
kan bruges som input til en kontrolmetode. En ny metode, hvor dette moment
benyttes som sensorinput til en last reducerende kontrolmetode bliver præsenteret.
Beregninger påviser metodens anvendelighed og robusthed. Metoden påvises at
kunne anvendes for 3D vingeprofiler med flere bagkantsflapper, adskilt af mellem-
rum.
Strømningen i og omkring slipstrømmen af en udbøjet flap ved et Reynoldstal
på 1.63 MIO er undersøgt under instationære forhold. En kontrol metode for to
uafhængie flapper i en vinges længderetning er implementeret og præliminære last
reduktioner er påvist.
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Det er påvist at omsvøbte randbetingelser er en anvendelig og alsidig metode til
undersøgelse af bevægelige bagkantsflapper. Resultaterne af nærværende arbejde
vil indgå i fremtidige undersøgelser af de instationære strømningsforhold omkring
sådanne indretninger.
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Symbols
Latin
a1/3,1 strain gage measurement
ac geometric influence coefficient
a acceleration vector
Ai cell area
cp pressure coefficient cp =
p−p∞
ρ∞/2·U2
C chord length
Cd drag coefficient Cd =
Fd
ρ/2·U2·C
Cdp drag coefficient, pressure contribution
Cdv drag coefficient, viscous contribution
Cf flap chord
Ch hinge moment coefficient Ch =
Mh
ρ/2·U2·C2
Cl lift coefficient Cl =
Fl
ρ/2·U2·C
C(i, j) covariance matrix
CDkω positive part of cross-diffusion term
d distance
dp Pitot tube length
D controller constant
D diameter
e error
E relative flap length E = Cf/C
f forcing term
f frequency
F blending function
Fl lift force
Fd drag force
F force vector
h representative mesh size
I controller constant
J Jacobian
k reduced frequency k = pifCU
k turbulent kinetic energy
Mx flap-wise blade root bending moment
My edge-wise blade root bending moment
Mh hinge moment
n time step
n normal distance
N number of cells
p pressure
pt total pressure pt = (p− pr) + ρ2 |V |2
pr reference pressure
P controller constant
P pressure forces
r position vector
r radius
r relaxation parameter
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Contents
r21/r32 grid refinement ratios
R radial position
R(i, j) correlation
R displacement vector
Re Reynolds number Re = UC/ν
s distance coefficient
S triangle area
S body forces
Tg gain constant
t time
t relative thickness
t distance coefficient
t∗ non-dimensional time
Ti turbulence intensity
u velocity component in x-direction
U inflow velocity
U velocity vector
U˜ predicted velocity vector
v velocity component in y-direction
v forcing velocity vector
vib immersed boundary velocity vector
V local velocity
w velocity component in z-direction
W wind speed
x coordiante
y coordiante
y wall distance
z coordiante
Greek
α angle of attack
β constant in turbulence model
δ flap deflection
ǫ flap efficiency factor
η curvilinear coordinate
κ von Kármán constant
ν kinematic viscosity
νt turbulent eddy-viscosity
Ω absolute vorticity
Ω angular velocity vector
Ω vorticity vector Ω =∇×U
ω specific dissipation
φ variable placeholder
φ pitch angle
ϕ variable placeholder
Φ phase difference
ρ density
ρ reduction
σ standard deviation
σ constant in turbulence model
σ2 variance
τ time constant
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ξ curvilinear coordinate
Abbreviations
ATEF Adaptive Trailing Edge Flap
BEM Blade Element Momentum
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DTEG Deformable Trailing Edge Geometry
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
GCI Grid Convergence Index
IB immersed boundary
IBM immersed boundary method
LES Large Eddy Simulation
LIDAR Light Detection And Ranging
MPI Message Passing Interface
NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
RHS Right Hand Side
SIMPLE Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
TEF Trailing Edge Flap
URANSE Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations
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1. Outline of dissertation
This dissertation is divided into four parts: Introduction, Numerical Methods, Ap-
plications and Conclusion & Perspectives. The first part will give a general intro-
duction to the two fields of research that were brought together in the present work,
namely the ’smart wind turbine rotor’ and the immersed boundary method.
The second part will describe the latest implementation of the immersed boundary
method inside the EllipSys flow solver and it will present validation test cases. It will
be described how the immersed boundary can be applied alongside with standard
body fitted meshes. This hybrid approach will be applied to airfoils with moving
trailing edge flaps, as they appear in smart rotor designs.
The third part of the dissertation will present applications of the hybrid approach
to load alleviation problems with two dimensional flow and it will present the abil-
ities of the hybrid approach to model complex three-dimensional trailing edge flap
geometries.
In the last part, a conclusion will be drawn and perspectives on the hybrid immersed
boundary will be discussed.
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2. Smart rotor research
At utility scale, the three-bladed upwind turbine concept is the de facto standard
in generating electricity from wind. For newer wind turbine design, one main driver
in reducing the cost of energy is increasing the rotor diameter. Rotor diameters
currently exceed 120m, and some planned offshore turbines use rotor diameters of
up to 164m. Sites with lower average wind speeds and sites in complex terrain with
high turbulence levels become more and more important for already matured on-
shore markets.
Wind turbine blades experience a broad variety of aerodynamically induced fatigue
loads from yaw error, wind shear and wind turbulence. Extreme operating condi-
tions - e.g. strong gusts, emergency shutdown, parked conditions in high wind -
further generate large extreme loads on their structure. Both fatigue and extreme
loads are also transfered to all major wind turbine components, causing damage
and thereby influencing or driving the component’s design.
Different systems, such as passive bend-twist coupling or active individual pitch con-
trols, can be used to alleviate loads. In [42], individual pitch controls have demon-
strated a large potential for load reduction. Nevertheless, those systems also lead to
greater wear and tear on the pitch bearings and in general have a slower reaction
time due to large masses being rotated. Since the blade also acts as a low-pass filter,
the bandwidth of full-blade actuators is limited to low frequencies. Furthermore, it
is not possible to have different actuations for different radial positions. For larger
turbines, this becomes increasingly problematic as the blades might experience a
large difference in aerodynamic conditions along their span.
For future generations of wind turbines, the use of smart rotor systems is perceived
as a promising way to decrease the cost of wind energy [11]. Those systems use
distributed sensing and span-wise distributed aerodynamic control surfaces to re-
duce changes in the aerodynamic loads. This reduction then enables e.g. larger rotor
diameters, reduction in the tower bill of material or placement in complex terrain
with extreme turbulence levels (including wake conditions). The research in the area
has amongst others been surveyed in [11, 36].
In general, the smart rotor concept can be divided into three different levels (illus-
trated in Fig. 2.1): full turbine, full blade and two dimensional airfoil. Both load
AA
c
δ
α
α
δ
l
Figure 2.1.: Smart rotor concept levels: turbine, blade, airfoil
reductions and cost savings have to be demonstrated at the end of the design pro-
cess on the top turbine level. A top level controller has to be implemented here,
which takes into account the full turbine state. The full blade with the distributed
aerodynamic devices is mainly a challenge for the system integration and the aero-
dynamics. Usually, the three dimensional aerodynamic effects are not taken into
19
2. Smart rotor research
account. At the moment, blade element momentum (BEM) codes only apply vari-
ous unsteady aerodynamic models to the span-wise sections, while there are some
models which take into account the unsteady aerodynamics and span-wise effects
through wake coupling (see e.g. [7]).
For research on control surfaces and control algorithms, one generally uses 2D airfoil
computations due to the relatively low resource requirements. Wind tunnel experi-
ments are mostly found to investigate extruded 2D sections. While there are a lot
of interactions between all the different fields, those interactions are rarely the topic
of published research (some exceptions are the experiments conducted at TU Delft
[80, 81]).
In addition to the reviews mentioned above, the following sections shall give an in-
troduction to some of the topics with special relevance to this dissertation: control
surfaces, sensors and actuators.
2.1. Sensors
Before one can alleviate loads actively, a sensor input is required. For smart rotor
application, this input can be highly integral, as for example the tower root bending
moment. However, it can also be a local flow state, as for example a sectional angle
of attack at a single span-wise position.
Here, we focus on the sensors that could be applied to a blade, while the sensing
of the rest of the turbine shall be neglected. The most integral values of the blade
are normally the blade root bending moments, which can be measured by strain
gages. An application of blade bending moments as control input is presented in [9].
The author of [5] used blade root bending moments as well as local accelerations to
derive total blade loads and tip deflections in simulations. The strain gage is limited
through its life time, signal drift and temperature dependency. Another way to gain
knowledge of the full blade’s state can be optical deflection measurements, though
those have not been demonstrated in the context of smart rotors, yet.
Information about the flow field in front of the rotor can for example be obtained
through LIDAR1 measurements from the nacelle, the hub [56, 33] or from the blade’s
leading edge2.
The wind tunnel test [9] and the full scale tests [19, 46] applied Pitot tubes to ob-
tain the local angle of attack and flow velocity with a high accuracy. Problems with
these probes are for instance their lightning protection, their costly production and
calibration as well as the need for an additional purge system to clean the pressure
holes. The differential pressure of two single pressure tabs provided a sensor input
to load control in [30]. That method can also be seen as being similar to using a
Pitot tube.
Finally, to get the best estimate of the local airfoil aerodynamic coefficients, a num-
ber of pressure tabs distributed on both the pressure and the suction side of a
section can be used to obtain the local flow state [46].
2.2. Control surfaces
Of the broad variety of active aerodynamic control surfaces that have been investi-
gated, Fig. 2.2 shows four popular concepts. These concepts all change the effective
camber of the airfoil by directly modifying the airfoil geometry. The trailing edge
1Light Detection And Ranging: In wind turbine a context this refers esp. to laser based measure-
ments of flow properties like wind speed and wind direction
2e.g. in a project sponsored by the Danish National Advanced Technology Foundation (Højte-
knologifonden) between LM Wind Power, NKT Photonics and Risø-DTU
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2.2. Control surfaces
TEF
Nose droop
Micro tabs
Active twist
Figure 2.2.: Control surface concepts
flap (TEF) and the nose droop are considered to be the most common ones, with a
wide area of applications in aerospace technology. The devices used to provide higher
maximum lift for take-off and approach of aircraft are commonly called flaps. The
use of flaps on wind turbines is more similar to aircraft ailerons, which control the
aircraft’s roll state. Nevertheless, the use of the word ’flap’ for load alleviation de-
vices has been widely adapted and this thesis does not deviate. Morphing trailing
edge geometries or deformable trailing edge geometries (DTEG) are still grouped
here as flaps, since they follow the same basic idea of moving the trailing edge as a
whole to alter the aerodynamic lift. Fig. 2.3 shows some estimates for the flap effi-
ciency in terms of equivalent angle of attack change. Numerous research has been
conducted on flaps for wind turbines - proving their potential to achieve signifi-
cant load reductiosn. In [18] the authors investigated the aeroelastic response of an
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Figure 2.3.: Flap efficiencies, data taken from [4]
elastically mounted airfoil with a deflectable trailing edge. They used a potential
flow solver [29] and a linear spring/damper model, concluding significant poten-
tial for load reduction. In [76], the author showed that smoothly curved (flexible)
flap geometries are beneficial for reductions in airfoil noise and drag compared to
hinged flaps. An experiment on a small-scale non-rotating blade in a wind tunnel
[80] validated the concept of trailing edge flaps for load alleviation under small pitch
oscillations. The controller used measurements of the flap-wise bending load. The
authors showed load variance reductions of up to 90% for feed forward cases. In
a following wind tunnel experiment [81], the authors demonstrated load variance
reductions in the order of 90% on a rotating two bladed scale model with a 1.8m
diameter. At full-scale, a system demonstrator test on a Vestas V27 turbine [19]
delivered first results.
Further, micro-flaps have seen some interest recently [27, 79]. Those devices can be
seen as movable (or rotating) variants of the fixed gurney flap [78].
Micro tabs act as retractable gurney flaps [79], directly influencing the circulation
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at the trailing edge. Due to their height, they can not be placed directly at the trail-
ing edge (though possible for flat back airfoils). Therefore, these devices are usually
placed at a position between 90-95% chord. They are characterized by being small
and lightweight and thereby allowing for fast response times. The additional power
consumption is supposed to be low due to a very little hinge moment that the
actuator has to overcome. Changes in blade surface and structural design are sup-
posed to be minor. Micro tabs have been investigated for example by [79, 86] who
give them preference over trailing edge flaps and morphing blade structures, stating
that these “must still overcome many other technological hurdles and potentially
impractical large energy requirements”. Comparing the micro tab concept with an
equivalent flap (in terms of lift change) [10] found that “with respect to dynamic
response, the flap concept is more well behaved, as the micro tab suffers from a
reversed lift response during the initial phase of the movement. [...] the micro tab
thus experiences longer time delays for obtaining the desired load changes, which
might be critical for obtaining maximum load alleviation.”
In active twist applications, the wing or blade structure itself twists and thereby
changes the angle of attack along the span. [61] presents a Mach-scaled helicopter
rotor of 1.54m that achieved active twist peak-to-peak deflection of 2.1◦ per meter
of blade. In addition to the above mentioned geometry changing actuators, also
suction/blowing devices both active and passive are gaining popularity lately.
2.3. Actuators
The choice of any aerodynamic control surface directly leads to strict requirements
for the choice of actuation. A fundamental distinction arises for nearly all actuator
types. Slow actuators can apply large forces and strokes, while fast actuators are
limited to small strokes or small forces. A trade-off is usually possible between stroke
and force by for instance mechanical levers.
Actuators based on pneumatics/hydraulic systems have been applied to wind tunnel
experiments in a smart rotor context. Examples are Risø’s full rubber structure in
[3], or the linear pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) actuators presented in [39].
Shape memory alloy (SMA) actuators consist of alloy wires that contract when being
heated, mostly by an electrical current. They are attributed with being light weight,
using less space and operating quietly. The larger the wire diameter the longer it
takes the wire to cool down again, before the next motion cycle can be started. This
restricts the actuators to low frequencies at reasonable forces. Magnetostrictively
actuated flaps for vibration reduction in helicopter rotors are presented in [28]. These
actuators produce strain when a magnetic field is applied (e.g. by a surrounding wire
coil).
Piezo electric benders as actuators have been presented in wind tunnel tests of airfoil
sections [7] and rotating turbine models [81].
2.4. ATEF project and contribution of the present
work
The Adaptive Trailing Edge Flap (ATEF) project is a collaboration between the
Technical University of Denmark (DTU), Risø DTU National Laboratory for Sus-
tainable Energy and Vestas Wind Systems A/S. It was partially funded by the Dan-
ish National Advanced Technology Foundation (Højteknologifonden). The project’s
aim was bringing together knowledge from the different fields (control, aerodynam-
ics, aero-elasticity, system integration) to investigate the use of trailing edge flaps
on smart wind turbine rotors. The project consisted of wind tunnel experiments,
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development of computational tools and demonstration of the concept on a wind
turbine at small utility scale [19].
So far, the effect of the unsteady turbine aerodynamics are mainly covered by un-
steady aerodynamic models within aero-elastic design codes with a strong focus on
engineering application of dynamic stall models. Dynamic stall should be clearly
separated from the unsteady aerodynamics in attached airfoil operation. As Leish-
man points out in his review on unsteady aerodynamics in wind turbine research
[44]: "dynamic stall is certainly a significant unsteady flow problem on many types
of wind turbine, [but] it is important to recognize that unsteady airloads will be pro-
duced even in the absence of dynamic stall". This statement is especially valid for
the flow around trailing edge flaps, which might alter the aerodynamic properties
of the blade, without leading to large scale flow separation.
To improve the treatment of trailing edge flaps and to decrease uncertainty in the
tools, both the development of an unsteady panel code and wind tunnel experi-
ments were conducted. For a better understanding of the prevailing aerodynamic
phenomena, the three-dimensional flow field of blades equipped with trailing edge
flaps is of particular interest. The gap between the panel codes and the exper-
iments can be bridged by Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS)
simulations. In such codes, moving configurations are usually treated with moving
or overlapping/overset grids [53] or by a grid interpolations method [76, 34]. Latter
method applies an interpolation between two meshes to generate a new mesh for
the specified flap deflection at each time step. The method has the drawback, that
the flap geometry might shorten when large maximum deflections are used for the
base meshes. Moving, overset as well as interpolated meshes require mapping the
obtained flow solution on the new mesh geometry.
This work will develop an advanced tool for simulation of the steady/unsteady
aerodynamics of trailing edge flap geometries. First, an existing immersed bound-
ary method implemented in the flow solver EllipSys will be revisited and the method
will be extended with tools to simulate flows around trailing edge flaps in fixed com-
putational grids.
This dissertation will present a novel way of using the movings flap’s hinge moment
as control input for load alleviation. Additionally, a control that uses two different
actuators in a single flap structure will be investigated. Finally, the feasibility of
using the three dimensional code implementation to analyze configurations with
multiple flaps will be demonstrated.
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3.1. Background
In traditional computational fluid dynamics (CFD), a flow domain is first discretized
into a mesh and then boundary conditions are applied to the domain boundaries.
These boundary conditions might for instance be inflow/outflow conditions or a
wall boundary condition. Therefore, it is advantageous that the computational do-
main is adjusted to the body geometries that are to be studied. Another option
to introduce wall boundaries, is to use an immersed boundary (IB) method. Here,
computational meshes are generated such that the mesh does not have to conform
to the body boundaries. The body boundary conditions are only later introduced
into the governing equations via forcing terms. Fig. 3.1 shows an example for a
(a) Body-fitted mesh (b) Non-body fitted Cartesian mesh with
immersed boundary (–)
Figure 3.1.: Different meshing approaches
standard body conformal mesh and an IB representation of a circular cylinder on
a Cartesian mesh. The approach to decouple the mesh generation from the actual
body geometry makes the method particularly interesting for complex and moving
geometries .
Peskin [58] is usually credited with introducing the IB method, when he simulated
the flow inside the beating human heart in 1972. A review on immersed boundary
methods for solid surfaces can be found in [57]. To give the reader an overview, the
basic points of the review will be summarized in the following and the variations
of the method will be discussed. Afterwards, current applications of the method to
a variety of problems will be presented and areas with special relevance to wind
energy are pointed out.
Depending on when the forcing terms to represent the body are introduced into
the governing equations, the immersed boundary methods can be divided into two
types. The continuous forcing methods directly introduce the forcing terms into the
governing equations before they are discretized. Accordingly, in the discrete forcing
methods the effects are introduced after the discretization took place. The contin-
uous approach is particular suited for highly elastic boundaries, while it directly
leads to a stiffening1 of the governing equations for rigid boundaries.
1Stiff differential equations might experience instabilities where small changes for some terms can
quickly change the solution unless very small step sizes are used in the discretization.
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The discrete approaches can be divided further into two types of methods, depend-
ing on the imposition of the boundary condition. Indirect methods use a distribution
function, which extends the forcing into the region outside the solid body. Direct
methods are popular for high Reynolds number flows, because they do not spread
out the influence of the forcing term but allow for a sharp representation of the
boundary.
Open issues with the immersed boundary method are the use of wall functions and
applications with higher order of accuracy.
3.2. Immersed boundaries for turbulent flows
While the majority of applications of the IB method are for very low Reynolds num-
bers and laminar flows, a variety of turbulence models has been applied to medium
and high Reynolds regimes. Both the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation [71] and the
Wilcox [84] two-equation model have been applied by [37, 38] with first examples
for gas turbine blade passages.
Large eddy simulations (LES) were presented by Tessicini et al. [74] with different
near wall models, studying the flow past a hydrofoil trailing edge. In [26] the IB
method was applied together with a dynamic Smagorinsky model [67, 50] to airfoils
at high angles of attack and a Reynolds number of Re = 50.000.
In this work, a modified k-ω SST model [51] is introduced.
3.3. Advantages and drawbacks
The immersed boundary methods have some inherit advantages compared to classi-
cal CFD. Even for seemingly simple geometries generating a body-fitted structured
grid is not always straightforward. With an immersed boundary method, the grid
generation process is greatly simplified and for moving geometries, there is no need
to re-generate the grid at every time step. Projecting the old solution onto the
new grid, as it is done in moving grid methods, can affect accuracy, robustness and
stability of the solution (especially for large body motions). When using a purely
uniform Cartesian grid, the solver’s operations per grid point can be considerably
reduced while the structured grid allows for line iterative methods and geometric
multi grid methods.
Of course the IB method also has some drawbacks. The imposition of the boundary
conditions is not straightforward and accuracy as well as the convergence behavior
are not obvious. One of the most important problems is the mesh resolution close
to the wall. In a Cartesian grid, the user has less control over the grid resolution
in the wall regions. Cells have to be distributed in such a way as to make sure
the walls are sufficiently resolved at any time. This poses a challenge when moving
geometries are involved or if the flow is investigated at high Reynolds numbers.
Following [57], the grid size ratio between a classical body-fitted boundary layer
grid and an uniform Cartesian grid scales with (Re1) in 2D, but (Re1.5) in 3D.
This means at high Reynolds number the grid size might be a limiting factor when
comparing with standard body-fitted grids. One way to mitigate this effect is to
use underlying curvilinear meshes. In [62] combinations of an immersed boundary
method with curvilinear meshes are demonstrated. The same level of accuracy as
for Cartesian meshes was demonstrated while considerably reducing computational
cost. For geometries esp. suited for curvilinear meshes (e.g. circular cylinders), the
accuracy was even increased. [31] simulated the internal flows around a mechani-
cal bileaflet heart valve in a curvilinear mesh. Here, the main benefit was that the
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curvilinear grid could be used to efficiently represent the outer shape of the flow
domain.
3.4. Applications
A broad range of applications for the immersed boundary method has been pub-
lished. The method is especially gaining popularity for problems concerning fluids-
structure-interaction. Recent examples of the wealth of research can be found in the
proceedings of the 2009 Euromech colloquium on the topic [2]. Some examples in
biological flows are swimming fish, flying insects, cardiovascular flow, thrombocytes
flow and multi cellular growth. The applications range further to car aerodynamics
(external and underhood flow), nuclear application (flow in nuclear fuel elements,
buoyancy driven gas bubbles) to inflating parachutes and flow around buildings. In
[20] the authors calculate the flow around a walking person.
Apart from the above applications, there are other studies with a special relevance
to wind energy. In the field of flow control, [59] and [63] presented work in which
they model vortex generators (passive and active respectively) on airfoil sections
by introducing them as immersed boundaries. For flows in complex terrain the IB
method also shows potential as demonstrated in [35], presenting large eddy simula-
tions (LES) of Risø’s Bolund experiment [12]. [45] presented an IB method to model
complex terrain coupled with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model
of NCAR [66]. Finally, first simulations of the flow around a coarse representation
of a three-bladed wind turbine using a combined IB-LES approach for wake studies
are presented in [73].
This work will concentrate on applying an immersed boundary method to solve
problems regarding airfoils with moving trailing edge flaps.
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Part II.
Numerical methods
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4. Implementation of the
immersed boundary method
4.1. The EllipSys platform
The flow solver EllipSys was developed at Technical University of Denmark (DTU)
[54] and Risø National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy [69]. It solves the incom-
pressible governing equations in curvilinear coordinates applying domain decom-
position and multi-grid methods [55]. The code uses a cell-centered finite volume
discretization of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in primitive variables
(pressure-velocity). A predictor-corrector method is used. In the predictor step, the
momentum equations are time discretized using a second-order backward differen-
tiation scheme. For the discretization in space, a second-order central differences
scheme is applied, except for the convective terms which are discretized by the
QUICK upwind scheme. In the corrector step, an improved Rhie-Chow interpola-
tion [65] is used, which helps avoiding numerical oscillations from pressure decou-
pling. An improved SIMPLEC scheme for collocated grids [64] is used to make the
unsteady solution independent of the applied relaxation parameters. A five-level
multi-grid technique solves the Poisson equation for the pressure. The code is par-
allelized by using the Message Passing Interface (MPI).
This work focuses on the unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS)
equations together with a k-ω SST turbulence model [69].
When implementing an immersed boundary method as an addition to the existing
solver, the high desired Reynolds number together with rigid boundaries without
structural feedback directly led to the choice of a direct forcing method. A first
version of the EllipSys code for handling vortex generators as immersed boundaries
can be found in [59]. A reviewed scheme using the direct one-point forcing approach
is used in the present work.
The implementation of the method in the 2D code will be discussed in the following
sections. First, the turbulence model will be presented and the boundary condi-
tions for the turbulence model at the immersed boundary will be defined. Then,
the calculation of the forcing term will be derived, followed by a presentation of the
necessary geometry description, cell tagging and interpolation methods as well as
the calculation of the pressure forces and the viscous forces. Finally, the differences
between the 2D and 3D implementation will be pointed out.
4.2. Calculation of the forcing term
The incompressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations1 and the continuity
equation read:
∂Ui
∂t
+
∂ (UiUj)
∂xj
=
1
ρ
∂
(
p+ 2
3
ρk
)
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
(
(ν + νt)
(
∂Ui
∂xj
+
∂Uj
∂xi
))
+ fi
∂Ui
∂xi
= 0 (4.1)
with ρ, Ui/j , p, ν, fi, being the density, the velocity components, the pressure,
the kinematic viscosity and the forcing term, respectively. The turbulence model2
supplies the turbulent eddy viscosity νt and the turbulent kinetic energy k.
1in compact tensor notation
2see section 4.4 later
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Time discretization of the above equations yields
Un+1i − Uni
∆t
= RHSn+1/2 + fn+1/2i (4.2)
The right hand side RHS stands for the convective, viscous and pressure-gradient
terms. The notation n+1/2 means that the forcing terms are computed before the
velocity, but at the same time step3.
If one wants to obtain a desired velocity vi in the forcing cells, the forcing term
becomes
f
n+1/2
i = −RHSn+1/2 +
vn+1i − Uni
∆t
(4.3)
The desired velocity vn+1i has to be found by an interpolation with the surrounding
cells, so that the boundary condition is fulfilled on the immersed body (e.g. static
no-slip condition vib = 0). The interpolation method will be presented in section
4.3.
When transforming the flow equations to curvilinear coordinates
(x, y)⇒ (ξ, η)
one obtains the partial differentials in 2D as:
∂
∂x
=
1
J
(
∂
∂ξ
αξx +
∂
∂η
αηx
)
∂
∂y
=
1
J
(
∂
∂ξ
αξy +
∂
∂η
αηy
)
(4.4)
with J being the Jacobian and αξx = Jξx, αξy = Jξy, αηx = Jηx, αηy = Jηy.
The coordinate transformation leads in the strong conservative form to:
∂JU
∂t
+
∂C1U
∂ξ
+
∂C2U
∂η
− ∂
∂ξ
(
ν˜
J
β11Uξ
)
− ∂
∂η
(
ν˜
J
β22Uη
)
− ∂
∂ξ
(
ν˜
J
(β12Uη + ω11αξx + ω21αξy)
)
− ∂
∂η
(
ν˜
J
(β21Uξ + ω11αηx + ω21αηy)
)
+
1
ρ
(
∂Pαξx
∂ξ
+
∂Pαηx
∂η
)
=
1
ρ
J(SU + fU ) (4.5)
3It can be argued, that the RHS should be noted as RHSn, but for consistency with the literature,
RHSn+1/2 is kept
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∂JV
∂t
+
∂C1V
∂ξ
+
∂C2V
∂η
− ∂
∂ξ
(
ν˜
J
β11Vξ
)
− ∂
∂η
(
ν˜
J
β22Vη
)
− ∂
∂ξ
(
ν˜
J
(β12Vη + ω12αξx + ω22αξy)
)
− ∂
∂η
(
ν˜
J
(β21Vξ + ω12αηx + ω22αηy)
)
+
1
ρ
(
∂Pαξy
∂ξ
+
∂Pαηy
∂η
)
=
1
ρ
J(SV + fV ) (4.6)
here, U/V are the velocities in x- and y-direction, SU/V are the body forces and
fU/V are the forcing terms from the immersed boundary method. The forcing terms
are treated like any other additional force. The coefficients in eqn. 4.5 and 4.6 are
C1 = Uαξx + V αξy
C2 = Uαηx + V αηy
β11 = αξxαξx + αξyαξy
β12 = αξxαηx + αξyαηy
β21 = αηxαξx + αηyαξy = β12
β22 = αηxαηx + αηyαηy
ω11 = αξxUξ + αηxUη
ω21 = αξxVξ + αηxVη
ω12 = αξyUξ + αηyUη
ω22 = αξyVξ + αηyVη (4.7)
In the finite-volume discretized equations the forcing term becomes in vector nota-
tion, dropping the time step labels:
f = −S+
∑
c=e,w,s,n
acUc + vap (4.8)
where ac are the influence coefficients of the bordering cells with compass summation
notation, while ap is the center node influence coefficient4. With the obtained values
for f , we can update the predicted velocity field U˜p in the forcing cells at every
sub-step as
U˜p =
(
f+ S−
∑
c=e,w,s,n
acUi
)
/ap (4.9)
where S denotes the pressure and body forces, the subscript P indicates the evalu-
ation at the present cell and i is the index of the neighboring cells.
The desired velocity v in eqn. 4.8 can be set directly to the velocity of the mov-
ing boundary, only if it is passing exactly through the cell center. In general the
immersed boundary does not coincide with the cell center. Therefore, an interpola-
tion procedure to the present cell center becomes necessary. The following section
describes the applied interpolation for the desired velocity in the forcing cells.
4see [69] for details
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4.3. Geometry description and velocity
Interpolation
The immersed boundary is described through an input file containing a closed polyg-
onal line consisting of a fixed number of marker points IB(i). This polygon is used
when evaluating the inside/outside cells and when calculating the appropriate forc-
ing velocity in the forcing cells.
4.3.1. Cell tagging
The first step when applying the immersed boundary method is to identify and
tag the cell-centers inside the fictive body. A simple ray tracing method is one of
the easiest ways to distinguish between inside and outside cells. A virtual ray is
emitted at a cell center and one counts the number of times that the ray crosses the
immersed boundary. Fig. 4.1 shows that each ray leaving from inside the body has
A
B
C
D
Figure 4.1.: Raytracing
◦ intersection points, • starting point, → ray, ⌣ boundary
to cross the immersed boundary an odd number of times. Rays from the outside
will cross the boundary an even number of times. One can apply this concept to all
cell centers and tag them accordingly as inside/outside. After the inside cells (or
body cells) are identified, the layer of neighboring outside cells can be tagged so
that the inner cells are completely surrounded (Fig. 4.2). In these neighboring cells,
Figure 4.2.: Sketch, forcing/inside points, ◦ forcing cells, × body cells, 
marker points
the forcing terms are applied to the momentum equations in such way as to fulfill
the no-slip and impermeable wall condition at the stationary or moving fictive body
surface. Therefore, the cells are called ’forcing cells’.
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The flow equations are solved in the whole computational domain including all cells
inside the fictive body boundaries, which qualifies as a drawback of this method,
since it means possibly calculating a large overhead5. The flow inside the immersed
IB at t -Δt
IB at t
body cell
freshly cleared cell
Figure 4.3.: Freshly cleared body cells
boundary may grow as time increases. In the current approach, the influence coef-
ficients of the bordering cells (see eqn. 4.8 and 4.9) are set to zero, such that flow
is blocked from the outside of the immersed boundary and the velocity components
are kept zero.
5It might be considered a plus for moving boundaries where fresh forcing cells can have appro-
priate initial values assigned (Fig. 4.3), see also field extension method of [85].
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4.3.2. Interpolation
The necessary velocity interpolation for each forcing point might be handled by one
or two linear interpolations depending on the number of neighbor points inside the
body. Fig. 4.4 shows an example within a simple Cartesian grid. For two linear
interpolations, the resulting value is an average of both interpolations. Fig. 4.5
F
F
Figure 4.4.: Sketch, forcing/inside points ◦ forcing cells, × body cells, ⊗ inner
cell,  IB marker points, △ outer cell
shows an example of the linear interpolation. Firstly, the polygonal segment (blue)
F
{
{
s
1-sO I
Figure 4.5.: Sketch, forcing/inside points ◦ forcing cells, × body cells, ⊗ inner
cell,  IB marker points, △ outer cell
that intersects with the line between the neighboring inner cell and the forcing
cell is identified. To find the cross-point of two line segments [(x1, y1), (x2, y2)] and
[(x3, y3), (x4, y4)] one might use the following equations:
t =
(y4 − y3)(x3 − x1) + (x4 − x3)(y1 − y3)
(x2 − x1)(y4 − y3)− (y2 − y1)(x4 − x3)
s =
(y2 − y1)(x3 − x1) + (x2 − x1)(y1 − y3)
(x2 − x1)(y4 − y3)− (y2 − y1)(x4 − x3)
The cross-point exists only when 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. If it does exist, the
cross-point can be found by the ratio t or s:
xc = (1− t)x1 + tx2 = (1− s)x3 + sx4
yc = (1− t)y1 + ty2 = (1− s)y3 + sy4
Accordingly, one can obtain the forcing velocity v by interpolating between the
boundary velocity of the segment Useg and that of the outer cell U△. We define
s˜ under the assumption that the forcing point lies in the exact middle of a line
connecting the outer cell and the inner cell.
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s˜ =
1− s
2− s
v = (1− s˜)Useg + s˜U△
The identified line segment of the immersed boundary is then used to calculate
the normal distance d between the forcing point and the segment (Fig. 4.7). This
is done by calculating the three sides a, b, c of the triangle IB(i+ 1), F, IB(i) and
applying Heron’s formula6
a =
√
(xIB(i)− xib(i+ 1))2 + (yib(i)− yib(i+ 1))2
b =
√
(xF − xib(i))2 + (yF − yib(i))2
c =
√
(xF − xib(i+ 1))2 + (yF − yib(i+ 1))2
l =
a+ b+ c
2
giving the area S and consequently the distance d:
S =
√
l(l − a)(l − b)(l − c)
d =
2S
a
To calculate the normal distance nib of every cell-center (CC) to the immersed
boundary, first the marker point with minimum distance d is found. The minimum
of the normal distances n1, n2 to the two line segments attached to the marker point
is then stored in nib (see Fig. 4.7).
nib = min(n1, n2)
The resulting values of the normal distance are interpolated from the cell center
to the cell vertices. Afterwards, they are interpolated back to cell-centered values
resulting in a smoothed distribution of the normal distances. The normal distances
are required for the turbulence model shown in the following section.
IB(i)
IB(i+1)
F
a
b
c
d
Figure 4.6.: Distance between forcing point and IB line segment; ◦ forcing
cells,  marker points
6see e.g. Weisstein, Eric W. "Heron’s Formula." From MathWorld–A Wolfram Web Resource.
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/HeronsFormula.html
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n1
n2
IB(i)
IB(i-1)
IB(i+1)
d
CC
Figure 4.7.: Distance between forcing point and two IB line segments; 
marker points
4.4. Turbulence model
The simulations presented in this thesis have been carried out using the k-ω shear-
stress transport (SST) model of Menter, in the version presented in [51]7. The
model is a two equation turbulence closure of the turbulent kinetic energy k and the
specific dissipation ω. The model combines the k-ǫ model of [43] and the standard
k-ω model of [84]. The approach blends between the k-ω model close to the walls
and the k-ǫ model in the region outside the boundary layer, thereby benefiting from
the advantages of both models for these two flow regions.
The equations and coefficients from [51] will be repeated below, before introducing
the additional wall conditions for the immersed boundary method.
The two transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k and for the specific
dissipation ω are
Dk
Dt
=
τij
ρ
∂Ui
∂xj
+
∂
∂xj
[
(ν + σkνt)
∂k
∂xj
]
− β∗ωk (4.10)
Dω
Dt
=
γ
ρνt
τij
∂Ui
∂xj
+
∂
∂xj
[
(ν + σωνt)
∂ω
∂xj
]
+ 2(1− F )σω2 1
ω
∂k
∂xj
∂ω
∂xj
(4.11)
Here, τij is the turbulent stress tensor. For the constants in the two transport
equations two different sets of constants are used. In the inner domain, close to the
wall (1):
σk1 = 0.85, σω1 = 0.5, β1 = 0.075, β
∗ = 0.09, κ = 0.41, γ1 =
β1
β∗
− σω1 κ
2
√
β∗
and in the outer domain (2):
σk2 = 1.0, σω2 = 0.856, β2 = 0.0828, β
∗ = 0.09, κ = 0.41, γ2 =
β2
β∗
−σω2 κ
2
√
β∗
The blending between the two sets is done via the blending function F , where ϕ
denotes any of the constants
ϕ = Fϕ1 + (1− F )ϕ2 (4.12)
F = tanh
(
arg4
)
(4.13)
7[70] describes the implementation of the baseline (BSL) version in EllipSys and presents valida-
tion test cases
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arg = min
(
max
( √
k
0.09ωy
,
500ν
y2ω
)
,
4σω2k
CDkωy2
)
(4.14)
where CDkω is the positive portion of the cross-diffusion term
CDkω = max
(
2σω2
1
ω
∂k
∂xj
∂ω
∂xj
, 10−20
)
(4.15)
The eddy viscosity is limited (in accordance with Bradshaw [17]) and defined as
follows, where Ω is the absolute vorticity:
νt =
a1k
max (a1ω; ΩF2)
with a1 = 0.31 (4.16)
F2 = tanh
(
arg22
)
(4.17)
The boundary conditions for the k-ω SST model are the wall values of the specific
dissipation ωwall and the turbulent kinetic energy kwall. These are also applied in
context of the immersed boundary method as follows:
ωib =
60
ρ · β1 · (y)2
(4.18)
kib = 0 (4.19)
Since there can be both regular wall boundary conditions and immersed boundaries
together, the minimum distance to any of them is used in the above equations above.
y = min (y, yib) (4.20)
Here, yib is the calculated normal distance from the forcing cell center to the im-
mersed boundary (see section 4.3). Equations 4.18 and 4.19 are also applied inside
the IB to ensure smooth transition.
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4.5. Integral coefficients
This section describes how the contributions of the immersed boundary to the total
force acting on a body can be calculated. The integral forces on the immersed
boundaries can be obtained using different methods [41]. We will split the total
force, and calculate viscous and pressure contributions separately.
4.5.1. Viscous force
The simple summation over all forcing terms f in the domain
f = −S+
∑
c=e,w,s,n
acUc + vap (4.21)
yields the viscous force Fv on the immersed boundary.
Fv = −
∑
f (4.22)
4.5.2. Pressure force
To reduce calculation time or to obtain a smoother distribution of the points
for pressure evaluation, a new set of marker points is generated for integration
(Fig. 4.8). The points are redistributed evenly along the original geometry8. To cal-
Figure 4.8.: Redistribution of the immersed boundary marker points
 redistributed point,  original marker point
culate the pressure forces Fp acting on the new line segment, we need to evaluate
the pressure in the nearest forcing point. The point can be found by calculating the
distance from every forcing point to the boundary9. Afterwards, all found distances
are gathered from the processors and compared to each other. The pressure in the
closest cell is chosen for evaluation. The overall pressure force on the boundary is
the sum of the pressure times the projected segment lengths ∆y,∆x, which have
to include the appropriate signs. Here, we assume a clockwise orientation of the
segment points.
Fp =
∑
IB
(
p ·
(
∆y
−∆x
))
(4.23)
8In case of a trailing edge flap in a hybrid grid (see section 5.2), the two points connecting the
body-fitted grid and the immersed boundary are kept the same. This is also important for
other sharp edged geometries, since otherwise, one might loose part of the distinct geoemtry
features.
9This is restricted to points inside the current block corners plus an offset, which should be chosen
according to the block shape and cell heights.
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4.6. 3D implementation
The implementation of the 3D version of the method is in general analogue to that in
2D. Differences are mainly due to the geometry description of the immersed bound-
ary geometry. Now, the geometry is defined by a minimum of two span wise cuts,
which are equivalent to the 2D version plus an additional10 span wise coordinate. It
is possible to define multiple immersed bodies consisting of multiple cuts. Between
these cuts the geometry is linearly interpolated. The solid surface is treated as a
number of triangles, where for two points of a cut, two triangles are generated with
the next cut’s points (Fig. 4.9). The two outermost cuts of every body are also filled
with triangles to close the body. They might lie outside the computational domain,
if desired.
A
B
C
b
c
n
cut 1
cut 2
a
A
B
C
b
cn
a
P1
P2
P3
Figure 4.9.: Geometry representation through triangles  marker points, •
cell centers for pressure evaluation
F
B
P
O
Figure 4.10.: Three dimensional interpolation
For the velocity interpolation, Fig. 4.10 shows the three dimensional equivalent of
Fig. 4.4, where F is the forcing cell, O is the outer cell and P is the foot point of
FB.
The integral pressure forces in the three dimensional case are found by assigning
each triangle a specific pressure from a cell center normal above the triangle’s area.
If there are multiple points above the triangle when obtaining the integral forces, the
average pressure is assigned for evaluation (Fig. 4.9). The normal distance between
a cell center and any triangle can be found according to an algorithm based on
domain partitioning presented in [25]11. The averaging of the pressure might lead
10constant for the whole cut
11MATLAB implementation at http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/22857-
distance-between-a-point-and-a-triangle-in-3d “The implementation of the algorithm is de-
signed so that at most one floating point division is used when computing the minimum dis-
tance and corresponding closest points.”
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to errors in the integration. Therefore, a refinement algorithm was implemented that
splits the triangles along their longest side. Inputs to this algorithm are a maximum
desired edge length of the triangles and a maximum number of refinement steps.
Fig. 4.11 shows an example output of the algorithm for a flap geometry consisting
of three cuts.
In addition to the above integration of the forces on the whole IB geometry, a quasi-
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Figure 4.11.: Refinement of flap surface triangles (axes not equally scaled)
2D integration on a spanwise cut was implemented. This method can be used for
instance, when investigating an airfoil section under side wall influence.
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To validate the immersed boundary method in EllipSys, different test cases will be
presented in this chapter. The first case will be the steady laminar flow around a
circular cylinder. The cylinder will be represented fully by an immersed boundary
in two different mesh topologies. The solutions will be compared to the literature.
Calculations for a NACA0015 airfoil at Re = 5 · 104, where only the trailing edge is
modeled by an immersed boundary will introduce the hybrid approach. The results
will be compared to those obtained for an equivalent fully body-fitted mesh.
For moving configurations, the computed lift coefficients Cl of an oscillating (pitch-
ing) NACA0012 airfoil at Re = 1.63 · 106 equipped with an oscillating flap are
compared with wind tunnel data and a thin airfoil model.
Finally, 2D airfoil results for the NACA0015 airfoil at Re = 5·104 are compared with
the results obtained by the 3D implementation of the immersed boundary method
for an extruded mesh.
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5.1. Cylinder test cases
In this section we will compare the results for an immersed boundary representa-
tion of a 2D circular cylinder in two different grid configurations. The first type is a
Cartesian grid, while the second is an underlying body-adjusted grid. The diameter
based Reynolds number is Re = 40 in both cases, which means the flow is laminar
and separated.
First the two mesh topologies will be presented and afterwards the results be com-
pared, including a mesh study for each type.
5.1.1. Cartesian grids
The first test case is the flow over a cylinder immersed in a two dimensional Carte-
sian (rectangular) grid. All lengths are dimensionless by division through the cylin-
der diameter D. The square domain has a size of 60 · 60 and is divided into nine
blocks with one square central block of dimensions 4 · 4. The circular immersed
boundary was placed in the middle of that block Fig. 5.1. Four different mesh sizes
were used (Tab. 5.1). The representative mesh size h is the side length of the square
cells inside the middle block. A plot of the distribution of the forcing cells on the
three coarsest grids is shown in Fig. 5.2.
block size total cells h
grid A 642 36, 864 0.0625
grid B 1282 147, 456 0.03125
grid C 2562 589, 824 0.015625
grid D 5122 2, 359, 296 0.0078125
Table 5.1.: Cartesian grids, cell numbers and cell sizes
Figure 5.1.: Immersed boundary cylinder (-) inside the central rectangular
mesh section (grid A)
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Figure 5.2.: Forcing points for different grid scales
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5.1.2. Body adjusted grids
For another cylinder test case, the same immersed boundary was used, but together
with a different grid topology. Now, the grid was generated as a standard body-
fitted grid of a slightly smaller cylinder of a radius of r = 0.48. The mesh was set
up with a varying cell height in the first normal cells of the cylinder. This was done
to ensure that the number of resulting cell centers inside the IB domain (the circle
of r = 0.5) varied between 3 and 4. This grid type will be called ’body adjusted’ in
the following, since the grid does not conform with the body, but the overall mesh
topology is very similar to the body fitted geometry. The outer domain boundary
block size total cells h
grid 1 322 4, 096 0.0131
grid 2 642 16, 384 0.0079
grid 3 642 16, 384 0.0046
Table 5.2.: Cartesian grids, cell numbers and cell sizes
(a) overview (b) close up, immersed boundary (–)
Figure 5.3.: 2D cylinder on a body adjusted grid
was a square of side length l = 44r, consisting of 4 blocks (Fig. 5.3). The different
mesh sizes are tabulated in Tab. 5.2. Here, the representative cell size h is the height
of the forcing cell (normal to the boundary) at the interface between the top and
left block.
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5.1.3. Results
For both topologies, we recognize the typical flow pattern for a 2D cylinder at very
low Reynolds number (Fig. 5.4). The stream lines show the typical pair of vortices
that forms after the boundary layer on the cylinder separates. The streamlines are
very similar and show that the immersed boundary method is able to enforce the
body boundary for both mesh topologies in the coarsest meshes that were used. The
non-physical streamlines within the body are plotted in Fig. 5.4(a) solely to show
that the computational domain fully covers that region. It can be seen (close up for
the body adjusted case in Fig. 5.5), that the separation lines for the body adjusted
case clearly originate on the immersed boundary and not on the underlying cylinder
boundary of the mesh.
In the following, we will take a closer look at the convergence behavior of the spatial
x [-]
y
[-]
-1 0 1 2 3-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
(a) Cartesian grid
x [-]
y
[-]
-1 0 1 2 3-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
(b) body adjusted grid
Figure 5.4.: 2D cylinder streamlines, immersed boundary (-)
Figure 5.5.: Cylinder in body adjusted mesh with streamlines, Re = 40, im-
mersed boundary (-)
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discretization for the drag coefficient and the separation angle. While doing this, it
is important to keep in mind, that two very different mesh topologies were used.
Grid sensitivity study - procedure
For the two global values of total drag coefficient Cd and flow separation angle Θs we
will compare the convergence behavior of the spatial discretization and estimate the
errors. The presented grid studies were conducted according to the ASME procedure
[1, 60]. The definitions of that procedure will be quickly summarized for the present
cases.
Firstly, a representative cell/mesh size has to be defined for each mesh type. For
example in 2D, this might be
h =
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
Ai
]1/2
(5.1)
with N being the number of cells and Ai being the cell area, assuming the quantity
of interest φ is a global values. For a field variables φ, the local size can be used.
For the Cartesian grids, it is straightforward to use the side length of the square
cells in the middle block. For the body adjusted grids, the normal height of the first
outside cell to the immersed boundary is used as an indicator of resolution, since
we are mainly interested in the flow close to the immersed boundary.
With the refinement ratios r21 = h2/h1, r32 = h3/h2 and the definition of ε21 =
φ2/φ1, ε32 = φ3/φ2 an apparent order p of the convergence can be calculated as:
p =
1
ln(r21)
|ln |ε32/ε21|+ q(p)| (5.2)
q(p) = ln
(
rp21 − s
rp32 − s
)
(5.3)
s = 1 · sign(ε32/ε21) (5.4)
For non equal values of r21 and r32 the values of p and q have to be derived iterative.
One can calculate an extrapolated value of the variable φ in question by:
φ21ext = (r
p
21φ1 − φ2)/(rp21 − 1) (5.5)
The approximate relative error
e21a =
∣∣∣∣φ1 − φ2φ1
∣∣∣∣ (5.6)
The extrapolated relative error
e21ext =
∣∣∣∣φ21ext − φ1φ21ext
∣∣∣∣ (5.7)
and finally the fine-grid-convergence index
GCI21fine =
1.25 · e21a
rp21 − 1
(5.8)
where the factor 1.25 is a safety factor stated by Roache [60] for high quality mesh
studies, while a factor of 3 might be applicable for coarse grids.
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Drag coefficients
Tab. 5.3 presents the results of the grid convergence study for the drag coefficient.
The drag coefficient showed an oscillating convergence behavior for the body ad-
justed topology. That topology also resulted in a smaller apparent order than for
the Cartesian topology (0.73 < 1.34). The extrapolated values of Cd differ by 2.6%
between the two topologies. The grid convergence index obtained for the selected
grids were 0.66% for the Cartesian and 1.29% for the body-adjusted topology.
Cartesian body-adjusted
h3 0.03125 (B) 0.0131 (1)
h2 0.015625 (C) 0.0079 (2)
h1 0.0078115 (D) 0.0046 (3)
r21 2 1.72
r32 2 1.66
φ3 1.60279 1.52323
φ2 1.57132 1.53448
φ1 1.55886 1.52680
p 1.34 0.73
φ21ext 1.55069 1.51104
e21a 0.80% 0.50%
e21ext 0.53% 1.04%
GCI21fine 0.66% 1.29%
Table 5.3.: Grid convergence behavior for φ = Cd
Separation angle
The separation angle ΘS is an important quantity to evaluate the surface represen-
tation of the immersed boundary method. Fig. 5.6 shows the geometrical definition
of ΘS .
Tab. 5.4 presents the grid convergence study for the separation angle. Both topolo-
gies demonstrate an apparent order p higher than two. The body adjusted topology
performs slightly better. Nevertheless, the extrapolated values differ by ≈ 0.5◦. The
body adjusted grid achieves a smaller grid convergence index than the Cartesian
grid.
ΘS
l
Figure 5.6.: Geometrical definition of ΘS and l
Comparison with literature
Out of the vast research on flow around a circular cylinder, some numerical results
are presented in Tab. 5.5, together with the present results for the finest grids of
both topologies. The present values lie within the rather wide span of published
results. It should be noted that both [23, 52] present IB methods.
Fig. 5.7 shows a comparison of the results for the finest body adjusted grid with re-
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Cartesian body adjusted
h3 0.0625 (A) 0.0131 (1)
h2 0.03125 (B) 0.0079 (2)
h1 0.015625 (C) 0.0046 (3)
r21 2.00 1.72
r32 2.00 1.66
φ3 54.29◦ 50.97◦
φ2 54.63◦ 52.81◦
φ1 52.90◦ 52.23◦
p 2.18 2.35
φ21ext 51.99
◦ 51.42◦
e21a 3.27% 1.11%
e21ext 0.81% 0.47%
GCI21fine 1.00% 0.59%
Table 5.4.: Grid convergence behavior for different test cases, circular grid,
φ = Θs
Cdf Cdp Cd Θs
Sørensen [69] 0.55 1.06 1.61 53.0◦
Dennis&Chang [22] 0.524 0.998 1.522 53.8◦
Sucker&Brauer [72] 0.557 1.076 1.633 51.94◦
Son & Hanratty [68] 0.513 0.997 1.51 53.9◦
Dröge [23] 0.56 1.02 1.58 53.33◦
Meyer et al. [52] 0.52 1.04 1.56 45.4◦
present Cartesian 0.562 0.996 1.559 52.90◦
present body adjusted 0.525 1.002 1.527 52.23◦
Table 5.5.: Cylinder Re = 40, literature values from calculations; [23], [52]
immersed interface/boundary methods
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sults of [22]. For the total drag Cd and the friction/pressure contributions (Cdf ,Cdp)
the results show excellent agreement for the whole range of Reynolds numbers.
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current Cdf
current Cdp
current Cd
Figure 5.7.: Cylinder drag - comparison with simulations by [22]
Conclusion
The first conclusion we can draw from the above study is that both topologies
showed similar accuracies. The uncertainty of the total drag coefficient was smaller
for the Cartesian topology, while the uncertainty for the separation angle was higher
than for the body adjusted topology. To evaluate the results we have to compare
the two mesh sizes. The finest Cartesian mesh used 2.4 millions cells1, while the
body adjusted mesh only used 16.384 cells and the last refinement step was solely
done through clustering cells close to the immersed boundary. This comparison
clearly shows the benefit of using body-adjusted curvilinear grids with the presented
configurations.
1even though this was slightly exaggerated by the rather large middle domain of 4 · 4
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5.2. Airfoil with trailing edge flap - hybrid
approach
As we saw in the previous section, full Cartesian grids can become very heavy to
compute, since a considerable amount of cells will lie within the body geometry or
in regions with small flow gradients. Therefore, using a body adjusted mesh was
beneficial. With increasing Reynolds number, the amount of cells inside the body
will increase further, since the overall resolution will have to be increased consid-
erably. When generating a mesh for an airfoil with a trailing edge flap, one might
use a body-fitted grid for the stationary part and represent only the flap by an
immersed boundary. That approach will be called ’hybrid’ in the following. The hy-
brid approach is able to reduce the amount of computational cells inside the body.
At the same time it allows to keep the inherent benefits of the body-fitted grid for
most of the body geometry (e.g. efficient use of cells in the boundary layer). This
section will present a test case for such a hybrid approach and compare it with a
standard body-fitted mesh.
5.2.1. Geometry and numerical setup
In the following, results will be presented for a static NACA0015 airfoil at a Reynolds
number of Re = 50, 000. An immersed boundary represents the last 10% of the
airfoil (Fig. 5.8) for the hybrid case. The calculations were performed applying the
k-ω SST turbulence model. Fig. 5.9 shows the meshes for the fully body-fitted (bf)
Figure 5.8.: Geometry of NACA0015 airfoil with a 10% flap represented as
an immersed boundary (-)
and the hybrid (ib) approach in the trailing edge region. The body-fitted mesh was
a standard C-mesh with 5 · 642 = 20, 480 cells. The last 10% of the airfoil geometry
were chopped of for the hybrid approach and an extra block was inserted2. The cell
count was 9 · 642 = 36.864. The immersed flap geometry contains roughly half of all
cells inside the trailing edge block of the hybrid grid. These cells can be considered
to generate computational overhead, since they do not contribute to the accuracy
of the solution. We have to keep in mind that the mesh topologies and cell counts
are different.
5.2.2. Results
In Fig. 5.10 the cp distributions of both mesh types are plotted for two different
angles of attack α = 1◦ and α = 5◦. The plots show good agreement, while the
suction peak for the α = 5◦ case is slightly higher for the hybrid approach.
Fig. 5.11 compares the distributions of the velocity component u and the turbulent
kinetic energy k along different x-positions. The plots show good agreement for the
velocity component u. The turbulent kinetic energy k shows differences in the outer
half of the boundary layer. This can be explained by the coarser resolution that was
used in this region of the body-fitted mesh. A comparison of the residuals between
2This also genereated additional blocks above, below and behind.
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Figure 5.9.: NACA0015 flap area - mesh comparison between a fully body-
fitted grid and the hybrid approach
the two cases (Fig. 5.12) shows that the hybrid approach reduces the convergence
speed per time step. The maximum residual of the turbulent kinetic energy k levels
out slightly below 10−5. Tab. 5.6 shows the obtained values of Cl and Cd for the
three different angles of attack. At the highest angle of attack α = 5◦, the lift
coefficient is 3.1% and the drag coefficient is 1.7% increased, when comparing with
the body-fitted mesh.
grid α = 0◦ α = 1◦ α = 5◦
Cl bf −0.0000 0.0903 0.4472
ib −0.0000 0.0933 0.4615
Cd bf 0.0192 0.0194 0.0229
ib 0.0203 0.0204 0.0233
Table 5.6.: Lift and drag coefficient for body-fitted and hybrid grid
5.2.3. Conclusion
The two different meshing approaches generated similar results for a relatively low
Reynolds number of Re = 50, 000. A fair comparison is hard to obtain, since the
difference in the meshing approach always generates differences in cell count and
cell distributions. Still, we can conclude that the hybrid approach is capable of
representing the flow around the whole airfoil for this first test case. Now, the
challenge is to prove the concept for higher Reynolds numbers and moving inflow
conditions as well as moving flap geometries.
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Figure 5.10.: Pressure distribution at Re = 50, 000
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Figure 5.12.: Residuals for α = 0◦, Re = 50, 000
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5.3. Comparison with wind tunnel experiments
In this section, results from the two-dimensional IB hybrid method will be compared
with wind tunnel experiments. In [40], the authors present measurements for a
symmetrical airfoil (NACA0012) equipped with a 20% movable hinged flap (see
Fig. 5.13). In addition to the rotation of the flap, the airfoil was also able to oscillate
around an axis at 35% chord. The wind tunnel was of the blow down type with
partial recirculation and perforated top and bottom walls. To get the airfoil pressure
distribution and to integrate the lift coefficient Cl pressure tab measurements in the
mid-span region were used.
The flow conditions are Re = 1.63 ·106 (Ma = 0.4, compressible regime) and results
for different phase angles Φ between the pitching motion and the flap deflection are
presented. The reduced frequency of the pitching motion is kα = 0.021, while the
flap deflection frequency was kδ = 2kα = 0.042. The experiments were conducted at
a center angle of attack α0 = 4◦ and center flap deflection δ0 = 0◦. The maximum
deflections were αm = 6◦ and δm = 5.4◦.
α(t) = α0 + αm · sin
(
2 · kα · U
C
· t
)
(5.9)
δ(t) = δ0 + δm · sin
(
2 · kδ · U
C
· t− Φ
)
(5.10)
The rest of this section will first present the numerical setup, including results of
lift loops for an oscillating inflow and for the airfoil at fixed angle of attack but
with an oscillating flap. Afterwards, the measurements from [40] will be compared
with 2D hybrid simulations of the airfoil with both oscillating angle of attack and
oscillating flap deflection.
Figure 5.13.: Experimental setup of Krzysiak and Narkiewicz [40]
5.3.1. Geometry and numerical setup
The 2D calculations were performed using the hybrid approach. The wind tunnel
geometry was not modeled. The flow domain was a disc of radius 21C with free
stream and outlet conditions applied to the domain boundaries. The moving flap
was modeled as an immersed boundary. An overview of the mesh in the airfoil
region can be found in Fig. 5.14. Point R denotes the center point of the reference
frame rotation at 35% chord. All calculations were performed at the same Reynolds
number as the experiment Re = 1.63 · 106. The non-dimensional time step was set
to ∆t∗ = 0.001. The mesh consisted of a total of 35 · 642 = 143.360 cells.
Rotating frame of reference
Instead of pitching the airfoil in the inertial coordinate system, the flow is solved in
a rotating frame of reference by introducing acceleration terms in the momentum
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Figure 5.14.: Grid configuration for the NACA0015, Re = 1.63 · 106; im-
mersed boundary (-), point of rotation R
equations. The absolute acceleration a of any point (position vector r) in the rotating
frame of reference (e.g. [83]) was defined as follows.
a =
d2R
dt2
+
dΩ
dt
× r+Ω× (Ω× r ) + dV
dt
+ 2 ·Ω×V (5.11)
where V is the non-inertial velocity vector, R the displacement vector between the
two systems and Ω is the angular velocity vector of the frame. In the following only
the rotation of the reference frame around the rotation point will be considered. No
translatoric contributions were included.
Fig. 5.15 shows an example of the oscillating reference frame inflow and the resulting
lift coefficient on the NACA0012 airfoil with fixed flap. The reduced frequency was
low (k = 0.01) which resulted in a low phase lag between the angle of attack and the
lift coefficient. In Fig. 5.16 the lift loops Cl(α) for two cases k = 0.01 and k = 0.1
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Figure 5.15.: Lift coefficient Cl and angle of attack α over non-dimensional
time t
are presented. Both loops are counter-clockwise, which is the expected behavior
for attached flow. The common clockwise loops are only seen, when the airfoil is
experiencing dynamic stall (e.g. [76]). We see the known effect that higher reduced
frequencies decrease the lift amplitude and widen the lift loop. For both cases the
drag loops are plotted in Fig. 5.17. The drag loops show the expected eight-shape
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behavior for a symmetrical airfoil oscillating around zero angle of attack. For the
higher reduced frequency k = 0.1 the amplitude of the drag coefficient is increased.
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Figure 5.16.: Lift loops for two different reduced frequencies k, rotation in
counter-clockwise direction
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Figure 5.17.: Drag loops for two different reduced frequencies k
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Moving flap
Before moving on to the comparison with the measurements, the hybrid method
shall be also presented for a single oscillating flap deflection in steady inflow con-
ditions. The resulting unsteady lift coefficient for a flap deflection amplitude of
δm = 5◦ at a low reduced frequency of k = 0.01 and αc = 5◦ is presented in Fig. 5.18.
The resulting lift coefficient amplitude of ≈ 0.2 agrees well with experiments3. The
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Figure 5.18.: Moving flap at k = 0.01, ±5◦
four snapshots in Fig. 5.19 present the vorticity field and isobars phase-steps of
∆Φ = π/2, starting with the fully upwards deflected flap (δ = −5◦). The flap loca-
tion can easily be identified by the vorticity contours. It is worth noting the different
isobars in Fig. 5.19(b) and Fig. 5.19(d). Even though the geometry definition of the
flap is the same for both snapshots, the isobars are not. The difference clearly shows
the lagging flow response.
3see static flap efficiencies compiled by [4] repeated in the appendix Fig. 2.3
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(a) δ = −5◦, Φ = Φ0 + 0
(b) δ = 0◦, Φ = Φ0 + pi/2
(c) δ = +5◦, Φ = Φ0 + pi
(d) δ = 0◦, Φ = Φ0 + 3/2 · pi
Figure 5.19.: Moving flap, vorticity contours and isobars
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5.3.2. Different flap geometries
Multiple ways exist to calculate the new flap geometry for a given flap deflection.
Here, the displacements (∆xP , ∆yP ) for every trailing edge marker point will be
calculated at every time step, based on a rigid rotation of the flap chord around the
defined hinge point H. The displacement of the trailing edge is distributed along the
flap according to the expression 5.13, where the exponent sc is a shape parameter of
the deflection. Fig. 5.20 depicts the geometric difference between a plain flap (flap
deflection exponent sc = 1) and a smoothly curved flap (sc = 2).
The flap deflection δ is defined as the negative angle between the line S (H− TE)
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Figure 5.20.: Geometry for different flap deflection exponents sc
and the original chord line.
∆xP = S · cos(δ) [(xP − xH)/(xTE − xH)]sc (5.12)
∆yP = S · sin(δ) [(yP − yH)/(yTE − yH)]sc
Contrary to the original experiment, where the flap was rotated around its hinge
(0.8,0.0), here the above equation with sc = 1 is used and the hinge point is moved
upstream to coincide with the blunt airfoil edge. Therefore, the hinged flap is 2.87%
shorter than the one used in the calculations (see Fig. 5.21(a)). The difference be-
tween both shapes for one of the test cases below shows only very little difference
Fig. 5.21(b). Therefore, the use of the closed geometry is appropriate.
5.3.3. Combined airfoil and flap oscillation
In this section the results from the wind tunnel experiment [40] for different phase
lags Φ between the pitching motion and the flap deflection are compared to the 2D
simulations. The oscillations in the simulations were set up according to equations
5.9 and 5.10. Fig. 5.22 plots both the simulation results and the experimental data
for the lift coefficient at different phase angles Φ. Additionally, the actual obtained
values for angle of attack and flap deflection from the experiment (exp.) are plotted
together with their prescribed values. We can see differences in prescribed and
obtained angle of attack of up to ≈ 1.5◦ when downward sloping. The biggest
deviations of the flap deflection from the prescribed values is ≈ 1◦.
The lift loops no longer have an O-shape as for the single oscillatory inflow, but
are now 8-shaped. The new shape is the effect of simultaneous moving the flap at
kδ = 2kα, where the phase angle Φ between the two oscillations determines the
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Figure 5.21.: Results for different flap geometries
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final shape of the loop. In Fig. 5.22(d), we see that the α-peaks coincide with the
minimum flap deflection angles, which leads to the lowest minimum and maximum
Cl for the Φ = 298◦ case Fig. 5.22(c).
In general, the simulations capture the shape of the lift coefficient loops well. They
do appear to be more bellied, which might be due to the larger flow domain in
the simulations. The lift coefficient amplitude is overpredicted for all three cases.
The knot of the 8-loop is shifted to ≈ 1◦ smaller angles of attack for the first two
presented cases (Φ = 148◦ and Φ = 298◦).
Fig. 5.23 shows two cases where the center angle of attack has been increased to
αc = 10◦. Now, the prescribed angle of attack range is 4◦ ≤ α ≤ 16◦. The rest
of the setup is unchanged. The experimental pitching mechanism was not able to
reach the full oscillation range. We see that the steep drop in lift at high angles of
attack is not present in the simulations.
In Fig. 5.22 and Fig. 5.23 the numerical results from a thin airfoil model applied in
[40]4 are plotted where available. For the cases at αc = 4◦, the hybrid IB method
clearly outperforms the thin airfoil code, which seems to overestimate the effect
of the flap by a large factor. Both cases at αc = 10◦ are not predicted well by
both models. For the two dimensional free stream calculations, the high angle of
attack cases are still challenging. A comparison with 3D wind tunnel data is not
straightforward due to distinct three dimensional effects like tunnel blockage5 and
wall interaction which can significantly change the airfoil’s stall behavior.
Nevertheless, we can conclude that the hybrid IB method is a suitable tool for
calculations of pitching airfoils with moving trailing edge flaps and extends the
current modeling capabilities.
4the model - named ’theoretical 2’ in [40] - was fed the values of angles of attack and flap
deflections from the experimental data
5The wind tunnel section was 0.6m ·0.6m, which leads to a 8.3% geometrical blockage at α = 16◦
and δ = 0
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Figure 5.22.: Cl(α) for different phase angles Φ at α0 = 4◦
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Figure 5.23.: Cl(α) for different phase angles Φ, α0 = 10◦
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5.4. Comparison of 2D and 3D solutions
In this section, we will compare a two dimensional and a three dimensional solution
of flow around an airfoil modeled with the hybrid approach.
5.4.1. Geometry and numerical setup
The two dimensional mesh was the same as in the comparison with the wind tunnel
data in section 5.3. That mesh was extruded 0.5 chord lengths in span-wise direction
(Fig. 5.24)6. The span was discretized into 32 cells that were uniformly distributed.
The total number of cells was 140 · 323 = 4.587.520. Periodic boundary condition
were assigned to the span-wise sidewalls. The flap geometry was defined on two
cuts at minimum and maximum span. The Reynolds number of the simulations was
Re = 1.63 · 106 and the angle of attack was α = 5◦. The non-dimensional time step
was t∗ = 0.001.
Figure 5.24.: 3D geometry extended from 2D mesh
5.4.2. Results
Fig. 5.25 shows iso-levels of the velocity magnitude. The plots shows values on slice
at y = 0.25 for the three dimensional case. In general the plots show good agreement.
Slight differences can bee seen in the wake and esp. in the outer part of the flow
field behind half-chord.
To allow us to have a closer look at the flow, Fig. 5.26 shows four plots with different
flow variables for a line ((0.55,0.2) to (0.55,-0.2)) that cuts through the immersed
boundary flap. The chord wise velocity u agrees well between both cases. One can
recognize the boundary layer and the drop to zero for the region inside the flap.
When looking at the velocity component v we see that the peaks deviate by around
5% from the 2D case. The turbulent kinetic energy k shows much higher peak values.
On the suction side, the maximum k increases about 30% and on the pressure side it
increases about 50%. For the specific dissipation ω, the curve shape is less affected,
but the suction side peak is reduced by more than ≈ 50% for the 3D case (note the
logarithmic scale).
6Note the changed coordinate system, this section will use the 2D definition when comparing the
two cases.
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Figure 5.25.: Comparison of velocities magnitudes for a 2D (black) and a 3D
case (red) at α = 5◦, y = 0.25
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Figure 5.26.: Comparison of scalars for a 2D (black) and 3D case (red) at
α = 5◦, line ((0.55,0.2) to (0.55,-0.2)), 3D span-wise coordinate
y = 0.25
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5.4.3. Conclusion
The general agreement between the flow fields of the 2D and the 3D case was fair.
The cause of the slight difference between the peak values of the u, k and ω values
for both cases is not obvious. The main part of the airfoil was not affected by these
differences, however. The overall flow field was represented well and we can conclude
that the 3D implementation of the method was able to represent the trailing edge
geometry.
At this point, it is interesting to stop for a moment and evaluate the extra compu-
tational effort caused by the immersed boundary method for both a static and a
moving flap case. Tab. 5.7 presents percentages of the overall computational time
consumed by the IB method and its subcomponents. For the 2D case, most of the
time is spent on the velocity interpolation (≈ 40%) and the calculation of the force
integration on the flap (≈ 16%). While the cell tagging only has a small contribu-
tion, the calculation of the normal distance increases for the moving flap to 4.3%
of total calculation time. Only a small difference in total computional time exists
between the static and the moving flap case. For the 3D case, the added computing
time amounts to only 0.9% for a static flap, while it amounts to 71.4% for a moving
flap. This huge difference is due to two factors. Firstly, the increased time consump-
tion of the basic solver in 3D reduces the IB contribution to the total calculation
time for the static case significantly. Secondly, the calculation of normal distances
and integrated forces becomes increasingly expensive.
IBM vel.interp. force integr. normal dist. cell tagging total IB
static flap 2D 39.7% 11.8% 0.7% 0.01% 56.6%
moving flap 2D 40.l% 10.3% 4.3% 0.11% 60.8%
static flap 3D 0.16% 0.2% 0.07% 0.01% 0.9%
moving flap 3D 1.92% 16.5% 34.31% 5.52% 71.4%
Table 5.7.: Fractions of total computational time for representative configura-
tions
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5.5. Conclusion of validation
For the cylinder cases, both the Cartesian and the body-adjusted topology showed
similar accuracies. The uncertainty of the total drag coefficient was smaller for the
Cartesian topology, while the uncertainty for the separation angle was higher. The
finest Cartesian mesh used 2.4 millions cells while the body adjusted mesh used
16.384 cells and the last refinement step was solely done through clustering cells
close to the immersed boundary. The comparison showed the benefit of using body-
adjusted curvilinear grids with the presented configurations.
For the airfoil with a fixed trailing edge flap, two different meshing approaches (full
body-fitted and IB) generated similar results for a relatively low Reynolds num-
ber of Re = 50, 000. A fair comparison was hard to obtain, since the differences
between the meshing approaches always lead to differences in cell counts and cell
distributions. Still, we can conclude that the hybrid approach is capable of repre-
senting the flow around the whole airfoil for this case. To prove the concept for high
Reynolds numbers and moving inflow conditions as well as moving flap geometries
computational, simulation results were compared to published wind tunnel data.
It was concluded that the hybrid IB method is a suitable tool for calculations of
pitching airfoils with moving trailing edge flaps. The method extends the modeling
capabilities of e.g. thin airfoil codes.
The agreement between the flow fields of a 2D and a 3D hybrid case at high Reynolds
number was fair. The main part of the airfoil was not affected by differences close
to the immersed boundary. The overall flow field was represented well and the 3D
implementation of the IB method was able to represent the trailing edge geometry.
Finally the fraction of total computing time that the IB method consumed was
evaluated. The 2D cases used around 60% of the total computing, while in the 3D
case, the computing time amounted to only 0.9% for a static flap and to 71.4% for
a moving flap.
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This second part of the thesis presents applications of the hybrid immersed bound-
ary method. Two variants of local load alleviation control methods are presented.
The first controller will be based on the lift coefficient as sensor input and uses a
trailing edge flap that is divided in two single independent portions. The second
controller will use the unsteady hinge moment acting on the moving flap as a sensor
input to alleviate changes in lift.
Three applications of the hybrid IB method to 3D airfoils section will be demon-
strated. The ability of the method to model a gap between two flap sections will
be shown for a low Reynolds case. A similar configuration without gap will be used
to demonstrate a first control setup which uses two independent flaps. Finally, a
high Reynolds configuration will be presented where a flap deflected over 50% of
the span generates a pair of distinct trailing vortices.
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6. Divided flap action
6.1. Motivation
Wind turbine rotors are subject to a variety of unsteady loads. In general, these
unsteady loads can be separated into two frequency domains:
• Low frequency loads originate among others from wind shear, yaw error,
tower shadow, partial wake situation or rotor imbalance. These loads appear
in a narrow band close to the rotor frequency (1P and higher harmonics).
• High frequency, highly stochastic loads originate mainly from the turbulent
wind and vibrations of the wind turbine blades and other components (e.g.
drive train).
The very low (≪1P) frequencies can easily be mitigated by the hydraulic or electric
blade pitch system. The smart rotor offers a solution to alleviate higher frequencies
loads at 1P and above.
In smart rotor research, most of the studies on actuator systems have been focused
either on low frequency actuators (e.g. shape memory alloys) or high frequency ac-
tuators such as piezo-electric benders. Usually, there is an inconvenient trade-off
between fast actuation and total stroke or total force achievable. The faster an ac-
tuator moves, the less force it is able to create.
An idea to counter this drawback is to combine two different actuator species (or
embodiments), one for each of the specific load frequency spectra [13]. Possible re-
alizations could be a fully integrated flap module with both actuators or distributed
fast and slowly actuated surfaces along the blade (see Fig. 6.1). The latter approach
a
b
Figure 6.1.: Possible actuator setups along the blade span
would for instance place the smaller faster actuators in the outer region of the blade,
where the available space is very limited.
Fig. 6.2 presents one possible example of the integrated approach, where an airfoil
is equipped with a divided trailing edge flap, operated by two separate actuators.
The full flap is separated into one slow moving (possibly morphing) base flap and
an additional faster moving end part. This combined system approach would al-
low each of the actuator system to operate within their durability region. Thereby,
actuator wear and tear can potentially be reduced, while it would still be possible
to alleviate loads in a broad frequency range. This benefit comes of course at the
cost of having to design, manufacture and maintain two different systems inside the
constrained space of a blade trailing edge region. These additional costs have to be
weighted against the benefits from actuators reliability and control authority.
The idea of dividing the desired flap deflection into two separate deflections will be
investigated in the next sections from an aerodynamic point of view.
After introducing a baseline control in section 6.2 for a single full flap deflection
case, section 6.3 will study a divided flap concept for different maximum deflections
and deflection speeds of an additional fast moving flap part.
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slow, morphing structure
fast trailing edge flap
Figure 6.2.: Sketch of a possible configuration for divided trailing edge flap
actuation
6.2. Lift based control for a single flap
A controller based on the instantaneous lift coefficient Cl will be used to generate a
set of baseline results. This simple control approach is considered appropriate, since
the study focuses on the actuator capabilities. It shall be noted though, that on a
real blade, the airfoil section’s current Cl is usually unknown and the sectional load
has to be derived differently.
6.2.1. Controller
A simple PID controller was based on the difference between the instantaneous
and the zero angle of attack lift coefficient C0l . Multiplied with kCl , this difference
generated a target flap deflection for load alleviation, yielding the control error e:
e = δ − (−kCl · (Cl − C0l )) (6.1)
This control error was then fed into a PID-control loop, which then generated a
new flap deflection speed ω˜1. This deflection speed was mixed1 into the last time
step’s value ω1 by r.
ω˜1 = (1− r) · ω1 + r ·
((
P · e+ I ·
∫
e+D · ∆e
∆t
)
/ (δm,1) · ω1m
)
(6.2)
P , I and D denote the proportional, integral and differential gain. Integral anti-
windup was added to the base controller. The anti-windup stopped further error
integration when the actuator was saturated. Thereby, it prevented the PID con-
troller from getting winded up (or ’stuck’), when the control error grew beyond
what the actuator was able to alleviate. The maximum flap deflection was limited
to δm,1 = ±4◦ and the flap shape exponent was sc = 2, resulting in a smoothly
curved geometry. The respective PID gains were found through parameter sweeps2.
6.2.2. Geometry and numerical setup
The airfoil geometry used was a NACA63-200 airfoil with a slightly modified trailing
edge and relative thickness of t = 16.6%. The flap length was 16% of the chord. A
hybrid approach was used when generating the 2D computational domain (Fig. 6.3).
The stationary part of the airfoil was represented by a body conformal C-like grid.
An immersed boundary represented the trailing edge flap, which moved inside a
block attached to the end of the cut airfoil body. The trailing edge was blunt with a
1equivalent to a low-pass filter. Standard value through out this work was r = 0.1.
2(P = 1, I = −0.025, D = 0)
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thickness of 0.2% chord, since the immersed boundary method needed at least one
computational cell inside the body geometry. The total number of grid points was
Figure 6.3.: Computational grid for the NACA 63-200, t = 0.166, − im-
mersed boundary
64 · 64 · 9 = 36.864. The first cell height above the wall was chosen to satisfy, that
the dimensionless wall distance y+ was smaller than one. A similar grid spacing was
used close to the immersed boundary.
All calculations were performed at a Reynolds number of Re = 106. The distance
of the airfoil to the free stream boundaries was 11 chord lengths3. The disturbances
were introduces by applying a rotating frame of reference (section 5.3.1). The simu-
lations calculated 120.000 non-dimensional time steps (∆t∗ = 0.002), starting from
a steady solution. For post-processing the first 5% of the output were dropped,
resulting in 7.25 periods of the pitch oscillation for a reduced frequency of k = 0.1.
6.2.3. Results
The variance σ2 of the lift coefficient can serve as an estimate of blade fatigue loads.
σ2(X) = (X −X)2 (6.3)
Eqn. 6.3 defines the variance for a variable X. The bar denotes the expected value.
The variable is dropped in the further notation, since we solely use the lift coefficient
Cl. The reduction ρ was defined with the ratio between the variance σ2 of Cl for an
uncontrolled reference case σ2ref and the result with an activated control (eqn. 6.4).
ρ = 1− σ
2
σ2ref
(6.4)
In Fig. 6.4 a sweep for the gain kCl is shown. A value of kCl = 200 was used in the
following4.
Fig. 6.5 presents a set of reductions achieved over different maximum actuator
speeds ωm for three flow conditions of pitch amplitude Φ and reduced frequency k.
Comparing the two cases for a pitch amplitude of 1◦, there is only little difference
between the curves above ωm = 0.01. The reduction is up to 94%. Below ωm = 0.01,
for the faster oscillation of k = 0.1 the achievable reductions drop significantly. For
the slower oscillation of k = 0.033, the Cl variance can still be reduced to about
70% at an actuator speed of ωm = 0.02 before the steep drop in reduction is seen.
3This is a rather small distance to the domain boundary, but for the demonstration of a controller
it is considered to be sufficient.
4This is a rather high value, only possible due to the sinusoidal inflow. With a more random
inflow, the parameter’s value might have to be reduced considerably.
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Figure 6.4.: Lift based control, reduction ρ over gain kCl
For the larger pitch amplitude of 2◦, in general lower reductions of about 74% could
be achieved, with a less severe drop for smaller actuation speeds than ωm = 0.02.
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6.3. Lift based control for a divided flap
Now, the influence of an additional second flap portion will be investigated. The
second flap deflection is added on top of the full flap for the smaller last part of the
airfoil. The computational setup is unchanged.
6.3.1. Flap geometry
The flap lengths are E1 = 0.16 for the main flap and E2 = 0.048 for the additional
flap. The flap geometry scaling factors were sc = 1 (plain/rigid) for both flaps.
The flap angles are defined according to Fig. 6.6(a). Since we are investigating
a cambered airfoil, the “zero” angles δ0
1/2 become important, when applying the
deflections. For the main flap, it is defined as the angle between the x-axis and the
line connecting the two hinge points PH1 and PH2. For the second flap δ02 is defined
as the angle between the extension of the main flap and the line defined by PH2 and
the trailing edge.
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(a) Definition of angles for the divided flap, - - undeflected, - deflected
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(b) Example geometry of a divided flap
Figure 6.6.: Implementation of geometry changes for divisional flap action
6.3.2. Controller
The controller for the divided flap is analogue to the one used above for a single
flap. Now, we extend to two i = [1, 2] flaps, which gives the control errors as
ei = δi −
(−kCli · (Cl − C0l )) (6.5)
The errors ei are then fed into a PID-control loop, which in turn generates the two
flap deflection speeds ω˜i. These deflection speeds are mixed into the last time step’s
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values by r.
ω˜i = (1− r) · ωi + r ·
((
P · ei + I ·
∫
ei +D · ∆ei∆t
)
/ (δm,1) · ωmi
)
(6.6)
6.3.3. Results
Four different maximum deflections and deflection speeds for the smaller flap part
were investigated. Each configuration was run for the single flap (S) and combined
(C) action with the larger flap part. The test case setups are tabulated in Tab.
6.1. To simulate different inflow conditions, two different functions A and B for the
Name δm1 δm2 ωm1 ωm2
0 0◦ 0◦ 0.00 0.000
L 2◦ 0◦ 0.02 0.000
L2 4◦ 0◦ 0.03 0.000
S1 0◦ 6◦ 0.00 0.025
C1 2◦ 6◦ 0.02 0.025
S2 0◦ 12◦ 0.00 0.050
C2 2◦ 12◦ 0.02 0.050
S3 0◦ 18◦ 0.00 0.075
C3 2◦ 18◦ 0.02 0.075
S4 0◦ 24◦ 0.00 0.100
C4 2◦ 24◦ 0.02 0.100
Table 6.1.: Case setups for divided flap action; (S) single, (C) combined flap
pitch angle Φ were used. Case A was a single sine function with k = 0.1 and pitch
amplitude of Φm = 2◦. Case B consisted of the A oscillation superposed with an-
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Figure 6.7.: Pitch oscillations for cases A and B
other sine at k = 0.4 and an amplitude of 1
5
· Φm at zero phase difference (t∗ = 0).
See Fig. 6.7 for a plot of the two pitch curves. In total, eighteen simulations were
performed with different setups.
Fig. 6.8 shows the results comparing the effect of actuating only the second flap
(1) and actuating both flaps (2) together. The plotted relative reduction is de-
fined as ρρL with the reduction for case L where only the full flap is activated with
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δ1m = 2◦. The reduction ρ itself, is always defined with the reference case 0, where
the flaps were inactive.
relative reduction =
ρ
ρL
(6.7)
ρ = 1− σ
2
σ20
(6.8)
We start with looking at the actuation of the single short flap. For a deflection of
δ2m = 18◦, it is equivalent to the full flap with δ1m = 2◦ (relative reduction 1.03).
This holds for both inflow types.
To achieve the same relative reduction as the full flap with δ1m = 4◦ (case L2,
relative reduction 1.84), the full flap with lower maximum deflection δ1m = 2◦ has
to be used together with the short flap at δ2m ≈ 16◦.
For the cases at δ2m = 24◦, the single short flap is less efficient in the B-inflow than
in the A-inflow, since it reacts to the additional changes (derivatives) in Cl.
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Figure 6.8.: Relative reductions for pitch cases A and B and single (1) and
double action (2) over maximum flap speed δ2m
The additional overall deflection of the double action increases the relative reduction
for the whole range of flap deflections δ2m. With an additional deflection of δ2m =
6◦ the relative reduction can be increased to 1.34. Comparing the two setups at
δ2m = 24◦, the single flap’s drop from case A to case B is not seen for the combined
flap. The relative reduction for the double action flap even increases slightly from
2.07 to 2.14 (A to B).
6.4. Conclusion
Even though the present work only presents a very limited study, it has been demon-
strated that the total deflection can be divided into two separated deflections, with-
out losing control authority. The results suggest, that the combined use of two in-
dependent flap actuators is beneficial when dealing with complex inflows. Though,
more studies on realistic stochastic inflows are needed.
The main driver for choosing between the different concepts has to be a cost func-
tion covering the overall system. Such a cost function would have to include load
reductions, bills of material, maintenance costs etc., which is beyond the scope of
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this work.
The hybrid immersed boundary method has clearly shown its flexibility when cov-
ering such geometries with superposed movements.
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7. Flap as a sensor
7.1. Introduction
A disadvantage of most sensor concepts in smart rotor applications is their low
survivability (including e.g. frequent replacement of strain gages, contamination of
pressure holes, and lightning attraction). Clearly, integration of the whole flap sys-
tem into a commercial wind turbine blade is nontrivial and additional restrictions
to the blade’s structural design and production process should be minimal.
A new idea to alleviate loads on wind turbines is to sense the local loading by mea-
suring the fluctuating hinge moment acting upon a trailing edge flap [6, 14]. This
measurement can provide an estimate of the change in local loading. The approach
requires no extra parts outside the blade structure and may use robust hinge mo-
ment sensors. It is beneficial to use an already present trailing edge flap structure
to supply a sensor input, especially when considering a possible modular layout of
the system.
This chapter reports a study on hinge moment data acquired from a full scale test
and draws some preliminary conclusions. Afterwards, a feasibility study on flap
hinge moments as sensor input for load alleviation control on smart wind turbine
rotors will be presented. A controller will be designed that uses an indicial response
method to predict the flap hinge moment assuming constant inflow. The controller
compares the predicted hinge moment with a measured hinge moment in disturbed
inflow. The difference of the two values defines a flap deflection set point via a sim-
ple gain parameter.
To study the controller’s performance, two-dimensional flow simulations were car-
ried out for NACA63-200 type airfoil with a trailing edge flap of 16% chord length
at a Reynolds number of 106.
The individual impacts of signal-to-noise ratio, first order sensor lag, incorrect flow
velocity estimation, and increased angle of attack will be assessed to prove the ro-
bustness of the control concept.
This chapter has been partly presented in [15]. The content and the style have been
adjusted to fit into the frame of this dissertation and Section 7.2 concerning the full
scale measurements has been added.
7.2. Full scale measurements
As a first step in evaluating the approach of using hinge moment measurements as
control inputs, we will derive a conclusion from a full scale measurement campaign.
The experiment was conducted on a Vestas V27 (Fig. 7.1) wind turbine owned by
Risø DTU. The V27 is a pitch controlled horizontal axis turbine with a rated power
of 225 kW. The blades are 13m long. The test site is located at the Risø DTU cam-
pus in Roskilde. Within the ATEF project, the turbine was equipped with multiple
sensors and one blade was equipped with three trailing edge flaps. A meteorological
mast was located 70m west of the turbine.
We will first investigate if a correlation between the flap hinge moment and the angle
of attack (via a local Pitot tube) can be found in the measured data. Fig. 7.2 shows
a sketch of the general setup. Since we will only investigate cases where the flap is
fixed, the whole flap system can be simplified to a single load carrying cantilever.
A strain gage is located close to the cantilever’s attachment to the blade (root).
The raw strain gage output is denoted by a3,1[Volts]. To simplify the investigation,
we will use the value a3,1 directly, without translating it into an equivalent hinge
moment.
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Figure 7.1.: ATEF turbine with active trailing edge flaps and Pitot tubes
Pitot tube Strain gage
d
C
E·Cp
Figure 7.2.: Sketch of experimental setup and strain gage placement
All measurements presented were band-pass filtered (0.2-5Hz). Fast Fourier Trans-
forms (FFT) were applied to the filtered signals with four averaging blocks for the
given time series. The sampling rate of the measurements was 100Hz. The turbine
operated at a rotor speed of 43rpm1. The wind speeds W and direction were taken
from the meteorological mast at a height of 30m placed close by the turbine. The
prevailing wind direction was north-eastly (inland direction, no turbine wake). In
particular, we will investigate three specific time series of two minutes each (Tab.
7.1).
We will now have a closer look at the local angle of attack α, the strain gage mea-
surement a3,1 (both at radius R = 11m) and the blade flap-wise bending moment
Mx to get a first impression of the relations between them. In Fig. 7.3, the angle of
attack, the strain gage measurement and the flap-wise blade root bending moment
are plotted. They are non-dimensionalized by applying equation 7.1, where γ is a
1The V27 comprises a two generator design for low/high winds
date time Wavg σ(W ) Ti
dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm m/s m/s [-]
10.02.2010 12:40 9.30 0.82 0.09
10.02.2010 14:20 8.81 0.94 0.11
10.02.2010 14:30 8.07 1.20 0.15
Table 7.1.: Two minutes series, average wind speeds Wavg and turbulence in-
tensity Ti
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variable place holder and the bar denotes the average.
γ0 =
γi − γ¯
max(|γ − γ¯|) (7.1)
There is clearly a connection between the angle of attack and the bending moment
in Fig. 7.3(a), where α is phase-leading when the curve moves away from the mean
and phase-lagging when it moves back. When plotting both the angle of attack and
the flap strain gage measurement in Fig. 7.3(b), we see that the behavior is very
similar, but the strain gage measurement generally lags behind the angle of attack
measurement.
In Fig. 7.4, we compare the measurements in the frequency domain for a single
time series (12:40). First, we look at the blade bending moments in flap-wise (Mx)
and edge-wise (My) direction. My is mostly influenced by the 1P, first edge-wise
and flap-wise eigenfrequencies. Mx shows contributions of 1P, 2P, 3P and both
first eigenfrequencies. The two spectra of the angle of attack α and the strain gage
measurement a3,1 look very similar to that of the flap-wise bending moment.
The plot also presents an additional strain gage measurement a1,1 on the flap root
closer to the hub. Here, the first edge-wise eigenfrequency is more pronounced, while
the first flap-wise shows less clearly than for a3,1.
To quantify the correlation between the angle of attack and the measurement of
flap root strain gage we can first define a new quantity a˜ as follows:
a˜ =
a3,1
V 2rel
(7.2)
The relative velocity Vrel is measured with the local Pitot tube. The correlation R
between the angle of attack α and a˜ is defined by the correlation coefficients
R =
C(α, a˜)√
C(α, α)C(a˜, a˜)
(7.3)
where C is the covariance matrix
C(x1, x2) = E[(x1 − µ1)(x2 − µ2)] (7.4)
with E being a function giving the expected value and
µi = E[xi] (7.5)
Fig. 7.5 shows a study of R, where an offset t0 was introduced2 when comparing the
two unfiltered values. It shows, that an offset of about 0.03s is beneficial for times
series 12:40 and 14:20, while a slightly longer time gives better results for case 14:30
(the one with the highest turbulence intensity and lowest average wind speed). A
time span of 0.03s correspond roughly to a traveled distance of 1.5m at flap three.
This is longer than the distance between the Pitot tube head and the flap of 1.22m,
suggesting that there is an additional time lag due to the blade aerodynamics.
The effect on the correlation of averaging the values is shown in Fig. 7.6. The
correlation coefficient is plotted over the length of the averaging window tw. The
curve starts at R=0.801 and has a maximum of R=0.986 at tw ≈ 1.3 which corre-
sponds roughly to one full rotor revolution. The effects of wind shear, yaw error etc.
are therefore averaged out and the correlation is driven be large scale wind speed
changes.
Finally, a comparison with the temporal self-correlation of the angle of attack shall
2by using data points at a later time, thereby comparing α(t) with a˜(t+ t0)
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(a) Angle of attack α and blade root flapwise bending moment Mx
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Figure 7.3.: Comparison of angle of attack α with blade root flapwise bending
moment Mx and flap root strain gage output a3,1, filtered
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be drawn. Fig. 7.7 shows the self correlation of the angle of attack α(t) with α(t+t0).
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Figure 7.7.: Correlation between α(t) and α(t+ t0)
We can see, that the temporal correlation of the section’s angle of attack with itself
goes down, while it travels along circumference. When the blade is returning to its
starting position, the correlation increases again, since there is also the effect of
the spatial correlation. Looking at the first peak after one rotation, we can clearly
see, that for the lower turbulence case (12:40) the best correlation exists, while the
correlation decreases with increasing turbulence level.
Conclusion of measurement
The measurements showed that a correlation between the angle of attack and the
output of the flap root strain gage exists. The measurements covered only static
flap deflection, though. The main difficulty in using the hinge moment of a moving
flap as a sensor input lies in the hinge moment’s strong dependency on the flap
deflection and the deflection rate when both aerodynamic and inertial forces are
concerned.
Within the following section, a load alleviation controller based on flap hinge mo-
ment and deflection sensing will be presented. The controller will then be applied to
two-dimensional CFD simulations of an airfoil with a flexible trailing edge flap us-
ing the hybrid IB approach. To investigate feasibility of the approach, the potential
reductions in lift coefficient variance will be studied for disturbed inflow conditions.
Finally, the robustness of the developed controller will be presented.
7.3. Modeling of the unsteady hinge moment
For attached flows, aerodynamic indicial response theory [75, 82] deals with solutions
to step changes between two steady conditions. The main advantage of this theory
is that one can easily compose an arbitrary history of flow state values by single im-
pulse solutions. In general, airfoil loads consist of a circulatory and a non-circulatory
term. The circulatory load gradually builds up to a steady value, while the non-
circulatory load or ’apparent mass’ represents an instantaneous loading that quickly
reaches zero again. Hariharan [32] derived an inviscid compressible flow model for
airfoils equipped with plain trailing edge flaps. The model supplies the unsteady ad-
ditional lift, moment, and hinge moment coefficients for time varying inputs of flap
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deflection δ and deflection rate dδ/dt. The time-discrete formulation of the model is
beneficial for embedded control systems. Figure 7.8 shows the resulting amplitudes
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Figure 7.8.: Hariharan [32] model
of the main aerodynamic components for a sweep of reduced frequencies. Equation
7.6 defines the reduced frequency k, where f is the significant frequency; C is the
airfoil chord length and U the free stream velocity.
k =
πfC
U
(7.6)
The flap length was 10% chord and the deflection amplitude was two degrees. For
a reduced frequency k = 0 (i.e. static values) XFOIL calculations of a NACA0012
in viscous and inviscid flow were compared. The difference between the two hinge-
moment coefficients is about 10%, while the result of the indicial model lies in
between them.
Since the model was applied in connection with smoothly curved flaps, instead of
plain flaps, the influences of the shape deviation (see Section 5.3.2) will be investi-
gated.
We compared the implemented model with hybrid IB calculations and Gaunaa’s
thin airfoil flow model [29]. The latter is able to handle generalized deflection mode
shapes (including both plain and smooth flaps). The flow conditions were at a
Reynolds number of Re = 106, a center angle of attack of αc = 0◦, a reduced
frequency of k = 0.1, and a flap length of 16% chord. For the hybrid IB calcula-
tions, we used a NACA63-200 geometry (see details below in Section 7.5). Figure
7.9 shows the amplitudes of the hinge moment coefficient Ch for different oscillat-
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ing flap deflections. For the plain flap (sc = 1), the differences between both thin
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Figure 7.9.: Hinge moment amplitudes for an oscillating trailing edge flap
airfoil codes and the hybrid IB simulations were in the range of 40%-60%. Whereas
the amplitudes of the plain flap calculated with the Gaunaa code and the curved
IB flap agreed well. Gaunaa’s code overpredicted the effect of a smoothly curved
flap (sc=2) by a factor of about 2.8 compared with the EllipSys2D results. This
difference was most likely due to the smooth flap’s high local trailing edge angle
compared to the full flap deflection angle (factor of 3.9), because the trailing edge
angle is of central importance in potential flow solvers.
Fig. 7.10 presents hybrid IB results for a pitching airfoil (pitch amplitude ΦA = 5◦)
at a low reduced frequency of k = 0.01. For different static flap deflections, the hinge
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Figure 7.10.: Hinge moment coefficient Ch over lift coefficient Cl for different
flap deflections δ and oscillating pitch at a reduced frequency of
k = 0.01
moment coefficients demonstrated a non-linear behavior. The figure also shows that
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the evaluation of any measured hinge-moment needs information about the flap de-
flection and - for unsteady cases - knowledge about the flow history is needed.
Flap efficiency factors were introduced to manage the viscous effects as well as the
shape derivation between the flexible flap and the plain flap. We implemented two
additional factors ǫu/d for upward and downward deflections. They were inherent
to the used airfoil/flap geometry, but changed with angle of attack and flap de-
flection. Although a multi variable function ǫu/d(α, δ) was considered beneficial, a
static combination of flap efficiency factors was chosen to reduce the complexity of
the design process.
7.4. Controller design
The implemented controller (see Figure 7.11) consisted of two parts. The first part
was an open-loop control based on the difference between a measured (CFD) and a
predicted hinge moment ∆Ch = Ch−Ch,p. The predicted hinge-moment coefficient
itself consisted of the airfoil’s steady state coefficient CH,0 and an additional part
due to the flap deflection. The open-loop provided a flap deflection set-point δs.
In this investigation, a constant gain of kh = 4.66 · 102 was applied. A low-level
PID controller ensured that the flap followed the set point. Additionally, the low-
level controller mimicked a real flap actuator by applying restrictions to maximum
flap deflection and maximum actuation speed. Further, the updated flap deflection
speed was low-pass filtered (τ = 2.4ms) . The results were smoothed flap actuation
and an additional flap actuation time constant of τ = 3.4ms (for ∆δ = 1◦). For
the integral part of the low-level controller, an anti-windup technique allowed for
actuator saturation. The flap efficiency factors were obtained by running oscillating
flap cases with steady inflow. Additionally, the factors were subjected to a parameter
optimization for the design control case.
The following section will describe the geometry and the numerical setup of the
conducted simulations, where the controller was applied.
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Figure 7.11.: Controller diagram
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7.5. Geometry and numerical setup
The used airfoil geometry was a NACA63-200 with a slightly modified trailing edge
and relative thickness of 16.6%. The flap length was 16% of the chord. The hybrid
approach was used when generating the 2D computational domain (Fig. 7.12). The
trailing edge had a bluntness of 0.2% chord. The total number of grid points was 64 ·
Figure 7.12.: Airfoil mesh with immersed boundary (-) flap
64 ·9 = 36.864. The first cell height above the wall allowed to obtain a dimensionless
wall distance y+ smaller than one. A similar grid spacing was kept close to the
immersed boundary.
All calculations were performed at a Reynolds number of Re = 106. The distance
of the airfoil to the free stream boundaries was 11 chord lengths3. The simulations
ran for 120.000 non-dimensional time steps (∆t∗ = 0.002), starting from a steady
solution. For post-processing the first 5% of the resulting output were dropped,
resulting in 7.25 periods of simulated pitch oscillation for k = 0.1.
An upstream turbulence plane introduced velocity fluctuations via an additional
forcing term [77]. The turbulence model of Mann [47, 48] provided the underlying
turbulence field. The forcing resulted in a one-dimensional turbulence intensity in
free stream direction of Ti = 11.85%.
7.6. Results
For the above setup, the controller was applied for different pitch amplitudes and
two different reduced frequencies of the pitch oscillation4 k = 0.033 and k = 0.1.
The maximum allowed flap deflection was fixed to |δmax| = 4◦ for all cases. This
deflection resulted in an estimated maximum change in the equivalent angle of
attack5 of α0 = ±1.6◦. The maximum flap deflection speed was fixed to |ωm| = 0.05.
7.6.1. Design case
The controller was designed for a pitch amplitude of ΦA = 2◦ at a reduced fre-
quency of k = 0.1. The center angle of attack was αc = 0◦. Fluctuations from the
turbulence plane accounted for an additional angle of attack amplitude of about
±0.5◦. Therefore, the flap could not fully cancel out the effect of the inflow change
on Cl and the flap ’actuator’ was saturated a considerable amount of time.
We chose the variance σ2 of the lift coefficient as an estimate of fatigue loads. Equa-
3This is a rather small distance to the domain boundary, but for the demonstration of a controller
it is considered to be sufficient.
4corresponding to the 1P and 3P frequencies on a small utility-scale turbine
5for a symmetric airfoil, according to [4], c.f. Fig. 2.3
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tion 7.7 defines the reduction ρ with the reference variance (uncontrolled case).
ρ = 1− σ
2
σ2ref
(7.7)
For the controlled design case a reduction of ρ = 71.76% was achieved. The same
controller resulted in a reduction of ρ = 83.40% for a decreased amplitude of ΦA =
1◦ and a decreased reduced frequency of k = 0.033. A reduction of ρ = 79.94%
was achieved for a combination of pitch amplitude ΦA = 1◦ and reduced frequency
k = 0.1.
Figure 7.13 shows the Cl variances σ2 and the corresponding relative reduction ρ/ρ0
for a range of different pitch amplitudes ΦA and two different reduced frequencies.
The index 0 denotes the Cl variance reduction of 83.40% for the best case (k = 0.033,
ΦA = 1◦). The drop at ΦA = 0.5◦ was due to the pitch oscillation effect being in
the order of the stochastic turbulence fluctuation, as indicated by the values of
the absolute variances. For zero pitch amplitude, the controller even increased the
variance since only high frequency disturbances were present.
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Figure 7.13.: Variance reductions ρ for different pitch amplitudes and fre-
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7.6.2. Robustness
For wind turbine implementation of the hinge-moment based controller, one can
consider the rotor speed and flap deflection to be measurable with good quality. The
wind speed estimated by nacelle anemometers is less suited for high-speed control
purposes. The uncertainty of any hinge moment measurement is clearly depending
on the chosen sensor type and setup.
In the following, the effects of signal noise, a first order sensor time constant, and the
estimated total inflow velocity on the relative reduction ρ/ρ0 will be investigated.
The index 0 denotes the reduction ρ0 for the design case (k = 0.1, ΦA = 2◦).
To investigate changes in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), white Gaussian noise was
added to the hinge moment measurements. The noise was generated by the polar
method of [49] based on the Box-Muller Method [16], which uses the technique of
inverse transformation to turn two uniformly distributed randoms, U1 and U2, into
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two unit normal randoms, X and Y.
S=1;
do while (S.ge.1)
call random_number(U1)
call random_number(U2)
V1=2*U1-1;
V2=2*U2-1;
S =V1*V1+V2*V2;
end do
wgnoise = meanv + sqrt(variance) * sqrt(-2*log(S)/S)*V1;;
SNR(dB) = 20 · log
(
As
An
)
(7.8)
Eqn. 7.8 defined the SNR in decibel; As and An were the root mean square ampli-
tudes of the signal (from a clean run) and the added noise respectively. Fig. 7.14
depicts the results, showing the raw SNR and the input to the controller after
low-pass filtering with a time constant of τ = 0.3ms. Low-pass filtering naturally
enhanced the results when signal noise was present. For a SNR of 3dB, ρ/ρ0 dropped
to around 70%.
To investigate the effect of signal lag, the reduced cut-off frequency kc of a first order
sensor model was changed. As shown in Fig. 7.15, decreasing the cut-off frequency
decreased the potential for load reduction. At kc = 0.077 the relative reduction
dropped to 50%, while at kc = 0.045 no load reduction was achieved anymore.
The dimensionless force and moment coefficients are by definition directly affected
by changes in air density and flow velocity. For a small utility-scale wind turbine, we
can assume the wind speed estimate to be off by ±5%. The resulting uncertainty in
the airfoil’s inflow velocity would be around ±0.35%. Fig. 7.16 shows the behavior
of the relative reduction ρ/ρ0, when the value of the flow velocity V was modified
within both the hinge moment model and the calculation of the hinge moment co-
efficient. An error of ±5% on the flow velocity V estimate resulted in a ρ/ρ0 of 85%
for the lower estimate and a decrease to 69% for the higher estimate. Increasing the
velocity estimate by 10%, a significant load reduction could no longer be achieved,
while decreasing the estimate by 10% lowered the relative reduction to 56%.
The controller was also applied to different angles of attack αc. For each angle of
attack αc, we adjusted the corresponding steady CH0. Fig. 7.17 shows the Cl vari-
ances σ2 and the relative reductions ρ/ρ0 based on the design case. The controller
operated above 94% of relative reduction ρ/ρ0 for 0◦ < αc < 9.5◦. A further increase
in angle of attack resulted in a steep drop in ρ/ρ0. Fig. 7.18 shows the time series
of the lift coefficients for a representive case at αc = 5◦, clearly demonstrating the
amplitude reduction for the controlled case.
7.7. Conclusion
The hinge moment of a trailing edge flap was applied as a sensor input for a load
alleviation control. A thin airfoil model based on indicial response theory predicted
the flap hinge moment in steady inflow for arbitrary flap deflections. The developed
controller compared this predicted hinge moment with a measurement. Based on
the difference, the controller generated a flap deflection set point aiming to reduce
fluctuations in lift coefficient. The controller was applied to hybrid IB simulations
of an airfoil with a flap of 16% chord length. The inflow disturbances consisted of
a rotating frame of reference and an additional turbulence plane upstream of the
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Figure 7.14.: Variation of signal-to-noise ratio
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Figure 7.18.: Lift coefficient Cl over time step for αc = 5◦
airfoil.
It was shown that the hinge-moment based control could alleviate the effects of
inflow disturbances, even with frequently saturated actuators. The reduction in lift
coefficient variance was 71.76% for the design case of underlying pitch oscillation
amplitude ΦA = 2◦ at a reduced frequency of k = 0.1. For an amplitude of ΦA = 1◦
and a reduced frequency of k = 0.033, a maximum reduction in Cl variance of
83.40% was demonstrated.
Both a signal-to-noise ratio of 3dB and a first order model time constant of 30ms
each resulted in a decrease to 70% of the maximum variance reduction. Erroneous
flow velocity estimation of -5% decreased the reduction to 85%, while overestimat-
ing by 5% resulted in 69% of maximum variance reduction. The controller operated
above 93% of relative reduction ρ/ρ0 for 0◦ < αc < 9.5◦. A steep drop in relative
reduction occured for higher angles of attack, when the flow was separated.
Despite the rather small flap deflections of only four degrees, the developed allevi-
ation method showed good potential and was comparable to a controller using the
deviation in lift coefficient as control error. Flap configurations with more control
authority might lead to better results. For the presented method, longer flaps with
moderate deflections would be beneficial to enhance the signal quality and reduce
the risk of flow separation.
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8.1. Introduction
This chapter applies the 3D implementation of the hybrid immersed boundary
method to three problems. Firstly, a span-wise flap gap of 3% chord will be in-
vestigated for an undeflected flap on a low Reynolds number airfoil. A similar con-
figuration will be used to demonstrate the implementation of a flap controller for
two independent flaps. As a final demonstration of the hybrid immersed boundary
method, the flow around a 50% span-wise flap on a section will be investigated at
a high Reynolds number. The resulting flow on and behind the airfoil section will
be presented.
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8.2. Flap gap
One interest when designing control surfaces is to quantify the effects of span-
wise gaps between the moving surface and the static part of the geometry or other
moving parts. In CFD simulations, the flap gap has to be sufficiently resolved. When
moving meshes are used, the mesh generation is hard to handle since highly skewed
and stretched cells might appear.
The main restriction for representing gaps with an IB method is that at least three
cells are required between the two bodies. The external forcing cells would overlap
otherwise. This restriction is of a more theoretical nature, when assuming that a
gap will be sufficiently resolved to capture the main flow features.
8.2.1. Geometry and numerical setup
The mesh for the NACA0015 airfoil geometry of section 5.2 was extruded to a span
of 0.5 chord. The span-wise cells were distributed with a cosine function to cluster
more cells in the middle region. The cell count in span-wise direction was 32. The
flap covered 10% of the chord length. Two setups were investigated. The first setup
applied a full span trailing edge that was represented by one immersed boundary
body. The second setup represented the flap geometry by two single bodies with a
span-wise gap of 3% chord in between them (y = 0.24 to y = 0.27, covered by 12
cells in span-wise direction).
The Reynolds number of the simulation was Re = 25, 000 and the angle of attack
was fixed to α = 5◦. The non-dimensional time step of the unsteady simulations
was ∆t∗ = 0.01.
8.2.2. Results
Fig. 8.1 visualizes both geometries by iso-surfaces of the velocity magnitude. We
can clearly see the gap region between the two immersed boundaries in the right
hand figure. Additionally, slices at y = 0.01 show the total pressure contours. We
recognize the thick loss area for both cases. The snapshot in Fig. 8.2 shows a cut
Figure 8.1.: Geometry of NACA0015 section with/without gap via iso-
surfaces of |V | = 0.001; slice shows pt at y = 0.01
through the gap center at y = 0.255. The velocity magnitude and streamlines for
the u and the w velocity components are shown. The figure points out two regions.
Region A shows a large separation bubble after the mid-chord region on the suction
side. Region B shows the entry of fluid from the sides into the gap region in a spiral
structure. We see that fluid from the pressure surface is entering the gap. The flow
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reaches the suction surface eventually. The airfoil effectively de-cambers in this sec-
tional cut, when comparing with the full airfoil. Fig. 8.3 compares the unsteady lift
Figure 8.2.: Streamlines in gap at y = 0.255, streamlines generated with u
and w velocity components
curves for both setups. One notices that both setups exhibit a sinusoidal variation
in the lift coefficient. The amplitude for the setup with gap increases, while the
average slightly decreases. Tab. 8.1 presents the averaged values for lift and drag
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Figure 8.3.: Comparison of unsteady lift curves, span-wise average
coefficients1, their peak-to-peak amplitudes and their glide ratios. The averaged
values differ only slightly between the two cases, resulting in a 0.5% reduction in
glide ratio for the ’gap’ case. Both lift and drag amplitudes are higher for the case
with the gap by factors of 2.21 and 2.54.
To investigate the flow field further, Fig. 8.4 shows recirculation areas (w = −0.01)
Cl C
a
l Cd C
a
d Cl/Cd
no gap 0.4463 0.0137 0.03546 0.0013 12.66
gap 0.4443 0.0303 0.03548 0.0033 12.59
Table 8.1.: Lift and drag coeffcients
1Cl and Cd with reference to unit area
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on the airfoil section. The configuration without gap shows two large areas of recir-
culation. One is starting at the location of maximum thickness and one is starting
slightly upstream of the flap part. Indeed, these two recirculation areas are only one
connected separation region. They are only separated in the present visualization
because of the assigned iso-surface level. For the ’gap’ case, the strengths of the
recirculation areas change esp. in the trailing edge region. Here, the length of the
iso-surface is about halved and we can see an upstream flow emerging from the
gap. The upstream iso-surface is slightly influenced by the flow through the gap,
shortening slightly in the side region.
(a) no gap
(b) gap
Figure 8.4.: Recirculation areas, iso-surface of |V | = 0.02 (grey) and iso-
surface of w = −0.01 (red)
8.2.3. Conclusion
This test case was set up for a low Reynolds number of Re = 25, 000. At this
Reynolds number, the flow is susceptible to separation and large separation areas
showed on the airfoil. The difference in values of lift and drag between the two cases
was small. However, the flow field did change and a flow through the gap to the
suction side was observed. This flow reduced the strength of the recirculation area
in the trailing edge region and thereby mitigated the influence on the lift and drag
coefficients. The glide ratio was reduced by 0.6% when introducing the gap.
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8.3. Control with multiple flap actuators
This section demonstrates a controller setup for two independent span-wise dis-
tributed flaps, following the argumentation from section 6.3 about distributed ac-
tuators. For a low Reynolds number of Re = 50, 000 the basic principle will be
demonstrated to show the capability of the hybrid IB method.
8.3.1. Geometry and numerical setup
The mesh for the NACA0015 airfoil geometry of section 5.2 was extruded to a span
of 0.5C. The span-wise cells were distributed with a cosine function to cluster more
cells in the middle region around y = 0.25. The cell count in span-wise direction was
32 to keep the mesh size as small as possible. This was esp. important since long
time spans have to be simulated for controller applications and small time steps
are needed because of the moving geometries. The trailing edge flap covered 10%
of the chord. The mesh was not altered to account for the moving boundaries. Two
separate span-wise flaps were used in this study. Each flap spanned 0.25C; there
was no gap between them. The angle of attack was varied according to case B from
Fig. 8.5 (α = φ, see section 6.3.3).
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Figure 8.5.: Pitch oscillations for cases A and B
8.3.2. Controller
The lift based controller from section 6.2 was applied. Each of the two flaps was
controlled by an independent version of the controller. For the first flap a value of
kCl = 20 was applied, while for the second flap kCl2 = 60 was applied to map the
lift to a flap deflection. The second flap was therefore more sensitive to deviations
from zero lift. Two different maximum deflection speeds and maximum deflection
angles were assigned to the flaps (Tab. 8.2). The controller parameters were not
optimized for this setup.
Name δm1 δm2 ωm1 ωm2
reference 0◦ 0◦ 0.00 0.00
independent 5◦ 2◦ 0.05 0.10
Table 8.2.: Case setup
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8.3.3. Results
Fig. 8.6 compares the obtained time-varying lift for both the controlled case and an
uncontrolled case with static flaps. A reduction in lift coefficient variance of 3.96%
was achieved. Fig. 8.7 show the corresponding flap deflections. We see that the
second flap showed an on/off behavior and moved fast between the two maximum
deflections. The first flap was well adjusted to the range of Cl variations and reached
its peak deflections for a lift coefficent of Cl ≈ 0.3.
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Figure 8.6.: Lift coefficients Cl for reference and controlled run
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Figure 8.7.: Flap deflections δ1/2 for controller run
8.3.4. Conclusion
Even though the control parameters were not optimized for the presented setup,
the flap deflections showed the expected behavior. The low achieved lift variance
reduction was mainly the result of the short flap lengths and the low deflections.
However, an estimated maximum lift change of ∆Cl = 0.072 was derived from 2D
XFOIL calculations for a plain flap at α = 2◦ and negative flap deflection, averaging
between the cases for δ = −2 and δ = −5. The data presented earlier in Fig. 2.3
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suggests higher flap efficiencies, but has been derived for high Reynolds numbers of
1.2 · 106 ≤ Re ≤ 16 · 106. The actually obtained maximum lift change ∆Cl ≈ 0.017
accounted for only one quarter of the XFOIL estimate. An early separation on the
flap occurred, which was not predicted in XFOIL. Fig. 8.8 shows the recirculation
areas on the two flaps for a static deflection of δ1 = 2◦ and δ2 = 5◦ at α = 0◦.
More investigations are needed for such low Reynolds number cases. However, the
next section will focus on the flow around a flap configuration at a high Reynolds
number.
Figure 8.8.: Slices of velocity component w
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8.4. Single deflected flap in 3D
As a final application of the hybrid immersed boundary, an investigation on a
NACA0012 at Re = 1.63 · 106 with a 50% span-wise flap will be presented in this
section. The focus will be on the effect of the deflected part on the flowfield and
esp. the wake structure.
8.4.1. Geometry and numerical setup
The extruded three dimensional geometry of the NACA0012 from section 5.4 is used
(0.5C span), the total number of cells was 35 · 643 = 9.175.040. The distribution of
grid points has been changed to accumulate more of them close to the middle of
the domain (Fig. 8.9), where a 0.23C long and 0.25C wide flap is deflected by 5◦
(flap shape sc = 2). The geometry is located between z = −0.35 (LE) and z = 0.65
(TE).
The angle of attack was fixed to α = 0◦ and the Reynolds number was Re = 1.63·106.
The results present the flow state after 20 non-dimensional time-steps of an unsteady
simulations with ∆t∗ = 0.001.
Figure 8.9.: Overview of 3D geometry with deflected middle flap δ = 5◦, body
representation by iso-surface of velocity magnitude Vt = 0.01
8.4.2. Results
First, we can compare the lift generated by the deflected partial flap with that for
a simulation where the flap was deflected along the full span (not shown). The 50%
span flap resulted in a lift coefficient of Cl = 0.124, whereas the 100% span flap
resulted in Cl = 0.267. Assuming that the lift coefficient would double when the
spanwise flap lenght doubles we can compare the lift for the full flap Cl = 0.267 and
an extrapolated lift of Cl = 0.248. The comparison yields a loss in Cl per flap-span
of 3.48% for the partial flap.
Looking at the velocity magnitude at three different slices (Fig. 8.10), one sees that
for the first slice at y = 0.01 close to the domain boundary, the velocity contours
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close to the trailing edge are already slightly asymmetrical. Even though that the
flap part of the airfoil is not deflected in this sectional cut.
The slice at y = 0.125 is exactly at the transition between the deflected and the
undeflected flap part. The flow asymmetry becomes more pronounced and both flap
shapes can be seen through their region of zero velocity magnitude.
Finally, the slice at y = 0.25 cuts through the deflected flap at mid-span. Here, the
speed-up effect on the suction side can be seen most clearly.
When looking at the same slice positions but plotting the pressure (Fig. 8.11), we see
that the pressure is influenced by the flap deflection along the whole span. Therefore,
the flap generates a lift force along the whole span. The span-wise influence can
be seen even clearer when looking at the isobars on the airfoil section (Fig. 8.12).
The upstream influence of the flap is visible on both suction and pressure side. The
isobars are non-uniform in span-wise direction up to 0.3C upstream of the flap.
One can see directly, that the pressure distribution along the chord deviates from
the symmetrical distribution one would expect for a symmetrical airfoil at zero
incidence, when comparing the suction and the pressure side.
The flow over the airfoil section is influenced to a large degree by the trailing edge
flap. Therefore, Fig. 8.13 takes a closer look at the flap region and presents slices
at different z-positions . The slices show only values from the side walls to mid-
span. The velocity component w is plotted to give an idea about the geometry and
the wake. The two other components u and v are represented by a vector field2
to show the tangential flow directions. The slice at z = 0.6 is cutting through the
trailing edge geometry. It can be seen, that the vector field already shows an inwards
movement on the suction side part and an outward movement on the pressure side
with high gradients in the boundary layer. A vortex structure with a clear core
region can already be seen 0.05C downstream in the slice at z = 0.7. Further down
at z = 0.8 the structure is more homogeneous and has less steep gradients. Now,
we like to obtain an overview of the forming vortex system. Fig. 8.14 shows the
absolute vorticity in z-direction |Ωz| with slices and iso-surfaces. The highest values
can be found on the gap and immediately after the trailing edge. We see two vortex
sheets that start to roll up quickly after the trailing edge. The |Ωz| value in the
vortex cores decreases fast, but the distinct vortex structures stay stable convecting
downstream.
Out of curiosity, the total pressure pt (reference pressure pr = 0, ρ = 1) is plotted
in Fig. 8.15 in different z-slices. Thereby, we can investigate the propagation of the
wake loss downstream. The development of the wake structure from z = 0.65 directly
after the trailing edge until z = 4.00 shows the forming of the vortex structure. The
wakes of the deflected flap part and the undeflected parts are clearly separated in
x-direction by the forming vortices.
8.4.3. Conclusion
The hybrid IB approach was able to handle the three dimensional flow around a
partially deflected flap. The flap influenced the flow field along the full span. The
deflection led to the formation of a distinct pair of trailing vortices. A loss in Cl per
span of 3.48%, compared to the a full flap case, was observed.
2scaling 0.1 grid units / magnitude
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(a) y = 0.01
(b) y = 0.125
(c) y = 0.25
Figure 8.10.: Slices of velocity component v
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(a) y = 0.01
(b) y = 0.125
(c) y = 0.25
Figure 8.11.: Slices of pressure p
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(a) suction side
(b) pressure side
Figure 8.12.: Surface pressures on body (only body fitted part shown here)
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Figure 8.13.: Slices showing the tangential vectors 113
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Figure 8.14.: Slices and iso-surface of Ωz
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(a) z = 0.65
(b) z = 1.00
(c) z = 2.00
(d) z = 4.00
Figure 8.15.: Wake - total pressure levels
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This final part will conclude the dissertation and offer some recommendations and
perspectives for future work.
Introduction
The ever increasing rotor diameter of modern wind turbines calls for ways to con-
siderably decrease the resulting loads on the structure. The so-called ’smart rotor’
concept is perceived as a promising way to generate significant load reductions. The
concept applies distributed aerodynamic control surfaces to the turbine blades, so
that the blade lift can be swiftly adjusted to the unsteady inflow conditions.
The trailing edge flap control surface is of particular interest. Today, the unsteady
flow around such devices is usually investigated by applying linearized unsteady
aerodynamic models (based on e.g. thin airfoil assumptions) or by solving the two di-
mensional unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The latter method
is usually applied together with morphing or interpolated meshes to model the mov-
ing geometries. A more flexible method would open up an opportunity to investigate
the flow features of complex moving flap geometries in great detail.
The immersed boundary method offers the needed high flexibility for moving and
for complex geometries, as it represents the body boundaries by introducing addi-
tional forcing terms in the governing equations. The immersed boundary method
allows for simulation of arbitrary geometries in fixed meshes that do not have to
conform to the body geometry.
The aim of this research was to evaluate, prepare and demonstrate an immersed
boundary method for application to trailing edge flaps.
Summary of results
The flow solver EllipSys has previously been extended with a base implementation
of an immersed boundary method. The present work developed the necessary tools
to handle trailing edge flap geometries in two and three dimensions. To begin with,
validation cases were presented for a circular cylinder in a Cartesian mesh topology
and in a topology similar to that of a standard body fitted mesh. The body adjusted
mesh topology proved to be able to reduce the cell count considerably.
For application to trailing edge flaps, a hybrid approach was presented that only
modeled the moving flap as an immersed boundary, whereas the rest of the airfoil
was represented by a conventional body-fitted mesh. The approach was compared
to wind tunnel measurements and improvement over thin-airfoil based flow models
was proven.
A load alleviation control in a changing inflow was presented for a divided flap
action. It has been demonstrated that the flap movement can be divided into two
separate deflections without deteriorating control authority. The results suggested
that the combined use of two independent flap actuators might be beneficial when
dealing with complex inflows.
Full scale turbine measurements were presented and indicated that the flap hinge
moment is a suitable input for load control. A novel way of using the hinge moment
of a moving flap for load alleviation control was presented and simulations demon-
strated the feasibility and the robustness of the approach.
This work presented three demonstrator cases, applying the hybrid approach to 3D
geometries. The approach was able to handle 3D airfoil sections with span-wise flap
gaps. A control for two span-wise independent flaps was implemented and first load
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reductions were achieved. The flow around and in the wake of a deflected flap at a
Reynolds number of 1.63 · 106 was presented for steady inflow conditions.
The method has demonstrated to be a versatile tool for investigating moving trail-
ing edge flaps. It could be demonstrated that improvements in prediction ability
were possible when comparing with a thin airfoil code. The possibilities of the three
dimensional method have been presented and they shall serve as the basis for future
investigations of the unsteady flow field around trailing edge flaps.
Recommendations
In this last section of the dissertation, I will present some recommendations for
improvements to the numerical methods and propose topics for further research.
Firstly, a clear line should be drawn between further development of the code and
its application to concrete problems. Two topics are of utmost importance in terms
of improving the implemented immersed boundary method, esp. in 3D.
The first topic is to reduce the restrictions inherent in the structured meshes by
introducing a local grid refinement technique. Since this is not straightforward for
structured meshes, maybe the approach presented in [24] can serve as inspiration.
The presented local adaptive refinement of fully structured grids applies an iblank-
ing technique to disable grid points of underlying high resolution meshes. It is stated
that the approach does not lead to computational or memory penalties, since no
additional variables are used in the coarse region and no equations have to be solved
at the blanked locations. Using that method, the higher local resolution does not
have to lead to an increased resolution in regions of small gradients. Such a method
could possibly be integrated into EllipSys through the already present multi-grid
capability. Further, the method could be limited to supply the finer mesh only in
blocks containing the immersed boundary, without using the full algorithm for local
refinement.
The second important topic is the investigation of wall models, as presented in
[20, 21] among others, for immersed boundary methods in an LES environment.
The wall models could allow for coarser mesh resolution in the vicinity of the im-
mersed boundary. Adding wall models to the code should go hand in hand with
revising the interpolation schemes.
Aside from the above improvements to the numerical methods, the handling of the
geometries in three dimensions can also be improved. Geometries are treated as
triangles inside the code. Therefore, a direct geometry input through e.g. STL1 files
would considerably increase the flexibility of the method and allow its application
to a wider range of problems. Additionally, faster algorithms to calculate the normal
distances2 should be investigated to reduce the computing time both in 2D and 3D.
A thorough comparison with overset and morphing mesh methods should help in
identifying which method should be preferred for a given application and where the
methods complement one another.
The applications presented in this work may only scratch the surface of what is pos-
sible. More comprehensive studies are needed to leverage on the work done so far.
Esp. unsteady simulations with high quality grids and possibly large scale turbu-
lence in three dimensions offer exciting opportunities, given that the computational
resources are available.
The concept of using the flap as a sensor has proven its potential to become a vi-
able option for traditional flow sensors. Enhanced prediction of the hinge moment,
1this file format provides the triangulated surface through its vertices and its unit normal vector
2e.g. the idea of interpolating/mapping the distances on the block boundaries and the immersed
boundary
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through additional stall modeling in the potential flow model (as e.g. in [8]) or im-
plementing parameterized flap efficiency factors might further improve the results.
A wind tunnel test could answer questions regarding the practical implications and
the feasibility of the sensor integration. In addition, it would be interesting to de-
rive the hinge moment contribution of the inertial forces resulting from the blade
movement.
Investigating the aerodynamic influence of the flaps on each other, and applying
a flap controller in large scale 3D turbulence could give a realistic impression of
the hinge moments that a real life actuator would need to overcome on a spinning
turbine in turbulent inflow.
An application of the hybrid IB approach together with noise predictions tools [87]
would allow a possibility to investigate the influence of active trailing edge flaps on
the airfoil noise, which might be a critical topic in the context of wind energy.
Obvious applications of the implemented hybrid method would be the investigation
of movable micro-tabs and slats. Further, the method might allow for interesting ap-
plications within full rotor investigations when used to model the nacelle and tower
geometries. For flow in complex terrain, immersed boundary methods have already
seen applications [45, 35]. The combination of the IB method with large-eddy simu-
lations of wind farm flows poses interesting challenges in the field of complex terrains
flows.
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